


PRECISION 

l.F. 
TRANSFORMERS 

BROADCAST 
COILS 

CROWN RADIO COMPONENTS 
INCLUDE-

B/C COILS, "PERMATUNE" OR AIR 
CORE. 

S/W COILS, "PERMATUNE" OR AIR 
CORE. 

l.F. TRANSFORMERS, "PERMATUNE" 
OR AIR CORE. 

TUNING UNITS (WITH AND WITH
OUT R.F. STAGE). 

DIALS AEDGELIT AND CELLULOIDo. 
TRIMMERS, PADDERS, POLTAGE 

DIPIDERS, WIRE-WOUND RESIS
TORS, RESISTOR PANELS. 
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TO THE "N"th DEGREE 

Perfect co-ordination of skilled minds and 

hands in a well-knit organisation with years 

of radio manufacturing experience has been 

the secret of CROWN'S success in building 

precision equipment to the most exacting 

specifications. The skill and experience of 

this organisation is at the disposal of all 

those seeking better Radio Components. 

R.F. CHOKES 

RESISTOR 
PANELS 

CROWN are now wholly occu
pied manufacturing vital radio 
components for all branches of 
the Fighting Services. Neverthe
less they are assiduously planning 
for pre-eminence in post-war 
production. 

PADDERS 

CR-3-45 
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Great interest will be aroused by the announcement in 
this issue that John Straede is to organise an amplifier contest 
of his own. Mr. Straede must fully appreciate the problems 
associated with such an undertaking, but is not deterred. He 
is buzzing around in his little car in search of advice about 
tl,:ie many difficulties which may arise, hoping to nip them in 
the bud. In order to avoid disputes about the judging it is 
intended to have the decisiOn reached by the audience as w ell 
as by competent judges who are not connected with the· radio 
trade or with prize donors. 

· Six major factors are to be taken into consideration in the 
judging: (1) volume; (2) freedom from distortion; ( 3) 
fidelity; ( 4) portability and flexibility; ( 5) accessibility and 
reliability; ( 6) cost -of building. 

It is hoped to run a linearity curve for each amplifier 
submitted, also a frequency response curve, and to measure 
'power output at actual grid current point. 

Every amplifier enthusiast will agree that the objects aimed 
at by Mr. St.raede are indeed worthy, but many · will have 
doubts about the ability of any single human being to handle 
the detail work involved in conducting such a contest with a 
representative entry of from fifty to a hundred amplifiers. 

To Mr. Straede we extend our best wishes for success to 
his ambitious proposal, but we hope that he will not be 
unhappy if,. in spite of all precautions, the contest fails to 
settle the many debatable points about amplifier design and 
performance. 
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• • . Yet Planning Ahead 
In less than twenty years radio has grown from a schoolboy's 
hobby to a giant, world-wide industry ... with ramifications 
that extend into every branch of radio-physics and every phase 
of our daily lives. And nowhere has this development been 
more marked than in the newly-discovered field of electronics 
. : . the door that opened the way to the miracle of radar 
. ~ . the endless possibilities of FM .. . and made rodio
vision an accomplished fact. 

Throughout this entire period R.C.S. Radio Pty. Ltd. hos kept 
pace with world progress, so that, although the entire resources 

. of the Company are today devoted to the output of urgent ly
needed defence equipment, the coming peace will find them 
ready to supply both the amateur set constructor and the trade 
manufacturer with the exact type of precision-built components 
required to build the circuits of the future. And, thanks to 
experience gained during the war years . .. improved manu
facturing processes and facilities . ; . and new type of plastic 
insulating materials ... the quality of R.C.S. products will 
be higher than ever. 

R.C.S. RADIO PTY. LTD., SYDNEY, N.S.W. 
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AN AL TERNA TE DESIGN 
, 

A set which can be operated either as a superhet or as t.r.f. 

W. HEN designing a radio, 
various items must be con
sidered-the components, 
the circuit, and most im

portant of all, if a privately owned 
or a commercial unit-the cost. 
The ordinary 4/5 va!Ye superhet, 
that was the best seller in A.C. 
sets, is really all the a1·erage man 
needs in the way of a radio. He is 
not looking for super selectivity or 
super quality reproduction, or does 
he require something that has an 

rm:n::n:xxxxmrm:n::n:; 
By 

JOHN BRISTOE 
Radio Manager, 

Den hams (M'bro.) Pty. Ltd., 

.llllXXXXXXXXXXllllllllll 

output of 20 watts, in fact, if he 
has an ordinary 4/5 superhet, it is 
rarely, if ever, used at its greatest 
1·olume. He usually is content to 
listen to 3 or 4 stations at the most 
and occasionally ma~' switch over to 
short wa1·es. 

Tone Desirable 
I have found from experience 

that very few people are able to 
tune into short wave or distant 
hroarlcast stations satisfactorily. 
They usually fluke it, and go to 
work next day proudly announcing 
that they had London or America 
on their radio last night and re-

ception was better than the local 
station. However, next time, the 
short wave is tried the luck is not 
so good and the local station resort
ed to, and short wave forgotten. 
So, on the average, the ordinary 
little superhet with reasonable vol
ume, tone and selectivity, is all that 
is required. However, it cannot stay 
at that; something better is neces
sary for those requiring really first 
class tonal quality or for those in· 
t erested in DX work, whose hobby 
is getting distant stations. 

Obtaining Parts 

It is my object in this article to 
describe such a set. This task is 
rendered more difficult by the fact 
that in this country, even before . 
the war, it was not always easy to 
buy first-class material for this 
work. For instance, to my know
ledge, no standard gang condenser 
was available larger than the 3-
gang and no coils other than the 
ordinary types, and so on. This 
Jack being caused by the small de
mand and ever changing types of 
vah·es, etc. The war has further 
restricted parts buying and made 
these ordinary. parts harder to get 
than before. Many people now find 
themselves in a position to own a 
really first-class radio, who could 
not afford it previously, and are 
doing as I did, rebuilding their old 
jobs to a new design. Most radio 

fans have a few old sets about the 
place, and odd parts, and what is 
Jacking can generally be supplied 
by - the second-hand radio shops. 
Now here is a description of th<' 
set and what can be expected of 
it. 

Two R.F. Stages 

It is a powerful dual-wave set, 
with 2 r.f. stages, variable selectiv
ity and a really good quality audio 
amplifier. There are many other 

(Continued on next page) 

. ------- -·-- ---- ----·-------------·-- - ----'----------------------~ 
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Permeability type 455 K.C., 
Ceramicon Co-efficient Con
densers, Trolutol impregnated 
throughout. Circumstances 

permitting, we ore able 
to supply Aegis Trans
formers, any frequency 

from 100 K.C. 

AEGIS 
~~- ~109 Mgh q•oUty of oil ~di• ••"' 

bearing the Aegis brand ha1 earned for them 
leadership in their sphere. Thus Aegis production 

~ ·q' is in great demand for Defence needs, necessarily 
.--~ ~1!1111!1 limiting the supplies available to licensed service 
t1i "" 'II h . 

~. it:iac ma111 
11/1 irl. //1 PTY. LTD. 
Ill' ii:iii11 208 LITTLE LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE 

--- WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS: --
VICTORIA l Replacement Parts Pty. Ltd.-Hartleys Ltd., Melbourne. 

J Howard Electrical and Radio Pty. Ltd., Richmond 
N.S.W.-Radio Equipment Pty. Ltd., Sydney W.A.-Nicholton1 Lttl., Perth 

AL TERNA TE SET 
(Continued) 

features, but this is the main out
line. It can be conve.rted to a 
straight t.r.f. set by merely turning 
a switch. These features alone give 
practically everything that even the 
most fastidious person is likely to 
require in a radio. It is well to note 
that the cost of this set was not 
taken into consideration as I had 
all the parts l~ng about in my 
workshop. The set is now in regu
lar use and results are very pleas
ing. It is important to use a good 
speaker on this set as one of the 
ordinary cheap jobs would spoil the 
effect. A Rola Gl2 is good, or if 
you happen to have a Magnavox 
812 special high-fidelity speaker you 
have the ideal speaker for the job. 

The Detector 

In the design of this set I worked 
on the r.f. section first, then the 
a.f. and tone controls. Actualiy, the 
hardest section was left until last 
-the detector or demodulator. Al
though many · people do not worry 
a great deal about this section in 
designing a.. set, it is a very import
ant part as it is absolutely useless 
to design an amplifier for low dis
tortion quality output if you are 
introducing a lot of distortion in 
the detector. The good amplifier 
would then make a good job of 
amplifying the distorted signals 
from the detector. So the snags 
arose as to what type of detector 
to use. I considered the possibili
ties of using leaky grid, anode bend 
or diode detector, and a few other 
ways really variations of these sys
tems. It was decided that for signal 
handling capabilities the diode de
tector was most suitable as A.V.C. 
was essential in the set, preferably 
delayed A.V.C., but the problem 
was still not solved as to what type 
of diode -detector was the best to 
use. The diode detector was good 
in most of the systems generally 
used, provided that the iput voltage 
Is high and that A.C. shunting is 
reduced to a minimum. However, 
there are· various snags in most of 
the systems especially if it desirable 
to use delayed A.V.C. as usually a 
certain amount of harmonic distor
tion is introduced. 

Eventually I cam~ to the conclu
sion that a triple diode system was 
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the only answer to the problem. 
This system eleminates the trouble
some effects that arise in delayed 
A.V.C. with diode circuits . Un

. fortuaately, no valves are, or ever 
were, available in this country, to 
my knowledge, with 3 diodes, so 
it seemed that two valves had to 
be used for the detector stage. 
notice that triple diode valves are 
available in England. Fortunately, 
I had a 6H6 duo diode which was 
a help, in order to avoid the use 
of a second vah·e, I used the sup
pressor grid of the i.f. amplifier as 
the third diode. Unusual, but it 
has been done, and is qtJite satis
factory. Thi;. valves used were 
rather a variea lot, but I happen to 
have a . numbel\ to choose from and 
used what, in my opinion, were 
the best ones for the job. The 
6SK7's in the r.f. stages are not 
commonly used in this country and 
can be satisfactorily replaced by 
6K7G or 6U7G. As for the rest 
of them, I would suggest sticking to 
the types shown in the original and 
certainly would not suggest any 
attempt at substitutes in the detect
or nnd audio sections, except that 
the 42's could be 6F6G's. If it is 
desirable to have a greater output, 
tw~ more 42's or 6F6G's could be 
put in parallel with each of the 
output \·alves. Ho\\'e\·er, unless it 
is to be used in a venT large public 
building or outside, you "'ill have 
all the output required. 

An Unusual Choice 
Probably some of you will won

der why the .j.2's \\·ere used a.s the 
output val\·es. 'rcll, not for the 
usual reason that other types were 
not a\'ailable as in rny spare parts 
I lrnYe a pair of 2Ail's, 6A3's, 45's, 
50's. , \II of these \\·ere tried thor
oughly under various working con
ditions, but I found that for all
round tonal quality the 42's used 
as they are shown in the circuit 
g-h·e me better reproduction than 
any of the others. If anyone can 
let me hear or show me the circuit 
of anything better I should certainly 
like to <'ornpare them, b11t, beJieye 
me, it will certainly have to be good, 
as the reproduction from this set 
is absolutely nm nellrrns. It gives 
almost a third dimensional effect. 
However, enough said about the 
performance. If you have the gear 
to build the job exactly ns it is 
sl10,1·11 in the circuit, \1·ell, giH· it a 
trial. I am "·illing to wager that 
you will back np what I have said 

A B 

::irid 

~~Jlnn:-~ 
I sot~s3G~en JJ · th~. 
; on i"•lol. <, .... y b<lworn -. sooo 

Pnm,a,..., ~ 5<condsry 

G Pin{as~ 

Primar.y 3.bq. En . 
} 38 hlrns in ta.slot 
) Slots~·~«l<f'O..l" 

1'apart 
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II+ AVC. 

-:o....SYQUC'TI0/'4 DETAll.S FOR PLUG-VJ TYPE .+E.Q l<C. LF. T"RAN!:> FOA.ME.R 
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about it. I3ut, be fair to the design
er, either build it as it is shown 

1or leave it alone. Don't try substi
tute methods or gear unless it is 
stated that substitutes can be used 
in the section in question. At last 
the dream of a real quality set 
was in sight, and now to work to 
put all the sections together. 

Diode Circuit 

It will be noticed that the diodes 
on the 6R7 are not used at all. 
These could have been used in con
junction with the detector circuit 
but it is essential that 4 volts only 
be on the cath(lde or grid of the 
Yalve used as the third diode. Also 
as I used the amplifier section on 
a different chassis it would have 
introduced long leads. 

Layout Tricky 

As the wiring between the switch 
for the t. r.f. and superhet to the 
diode and grid must be very short, 
the layout for the set is a bit tricky, 
as it is necessary for the second de
tector to be very close to the con
verter and yet to aYoid any chance 
of interaction between the r.f. and 
sections, so be careful with the 
layout. It is really important, 
and so is the shielding. ,Just 
forget nil the other sets you . 
built or ha\·e seen with the usual 
chassis and minimum of shieldin!! 
throughout. Make this a real job. 
The best way is to work on a , box 
system. In other words make each 
stage from the aerial to the audio 
and power pack in a separate shield
ed compartment w1th all metal 

- shields effectively earthed. 

JS GC 

The audio transformer can be 
any good make, preferably a Fer
ranti. If you have a good push-pull 
type all the better. It can be con
nected as a push-pull transformer 
then. Due to the shortage of one, 
I used the Ferranti as shown in the 
circuit. At the time this set was 
IJuilt I had no spare intermediates 
or could I buy any, so I decided to 
make them-full description of how 
to do this is shown later. The gang 
condenser was an old 4-gang that 
was on the Radiola chassis used. 
The band spread condenser was an 
old 4-gang Stromberg Carlson, ac~ 
tually a dual two-gang used origin
ally in a set with separate gangs for 
shortwave and broadcast. The front 
two-gangs were normal E type, the 
back two hael only a few plates, so 
I took all the plates out of each 
gang except two-one moving, one 
fixed, and coupled it in parallel 
with the main tuning gang and it 
made an excellent band spread. A 
separate dial wa~ used and I mount
ed this above the main tuning dial 
and coupled it to the dial with a 
mecanno chain. This could also 
be done with a belt drive. The steel 
belts used on the very early model 
Atwater Kent or R.C.A. Radiol:is 
would be ideal. These should he 
easily obtained from ~ radio dealer, 
who has any of these. old timers 
lying around. The chassis should 
not present any great difficulty. I 
actu1illy ·used 3 old chassis, . one for 
the r.f. and i.f. sections, the other 

' the audio amplifier and the third 
·for the power pack. Make sure the 

.(Continued on next page) 
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IN 
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RIDIOKES Pty Ltd. 
P.O. Box 90 

BROADWAY SYDNEY 
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AL TERNA TE SET 

(Continued) 

chassis used for the power pack is 
substantial, as with the transform
ers and chokes mounted it makes a 
heavy job. The Qonnecting leads 
from· the chassis to · chassis should 
be of heavy wire for any filament 
voltage. Preferably the type that is 
used for wirlng motor cars, not the 
type used on spark plugs, but that 
used on head lamps. It is much 
heavier than the ordinary hook up 
wire. 

The Sections 

The first section contains the 
aerial coils, No. I gang, the first 
r.f. vah·e, and the first section of 
the wave change switch and the 
trimmers for this stage, and all the 
resistors and condensers. 

The second section-No. 1, r.f. 
coils, No. 2 gang, second r.f. valve, 
second section of switch deck, the 
trimmers, condensers and resistors 
associated with this section. 

The third section-No. 3 gang, 
second R.F. coils, third section of 
wa\'e change switch and associated 
condensers and resistors, trimmers 
;ind the switch for the t.r.f. to 
super, shielded frorn the other co111-
ponents. 

The fourth section cnnt:iins the 
oscillator coils, trimmers. convert
er ,·ahe, fourth section of switch, 
and all associated resist.ors anrl con
clensors, etc. 

The fifth section contains th~ 

first i.f. transformer with resistors 
nncl condensors. and i.f. Yalve. 

The sixth . section contain the 
second i.f. transfor111er. <iH6 Yah·e, 
nJlullle control, 1-csistors, .condcn
sors, etc. 

The seYenth section contains the 
f1 rst audio "·ith components, and 
6R7. 

The eighth section !ms the t\rn 
76's "·ith audio transformer and 
components. Each vah·e to be 
shielded from the other, also com
ponents i1sed on it. 

The ninth section contains the 
two of four output val\'es, these to 
be sh;t"i,ied from each otlwr, hut 
plenty of Yentilation allowed. 

The tenth section contains the 
power pack to be built as one unit 
with the transformer, chokes, va"lves, 
etc., shielded from each other, but 
allow plenty of ventilation. 

Do your shielding well and you 
will not be sorry. 

I shall be pleased if builders of 
this set will write and give me their 
opinion of its performance when 
they have had time to try it out 
thoroughly. 

Readers requiring additional in
formation, please address your let
ters to the Radio Manager, Box 
145. 

Construction o I.F.T.S 

The intermediate" transformers 
for this set presented a problem, 
as I had no way of obtaining one 
with the required ' windings, so de
cided the only thing to do was make 
them. Although this may seem diffi
cult it actually is fairly easy, and 
although our Australian manufac
turers make quite a good article, 
I think these are Just as good. 
Also, it is a very simple matter to 
incorporate variable selecth·ity at 
a very low cost. The cans used for 
the originals were old Radiokes coil 
cans, but if none of these are avail
able, small cans such as contain 
cocoa, etc., can be used fJU ite f'ffec
tively. For simplicity in !ll011ntin~ 
I used H" plug in coil for!llers 
ribbed type. These ean be pl111<gecl 
into ordinary valve sockets and thr 
trimmers can be mounted n<"ross the 
socket underneath the chassis. 

Construction 

First of all obtain the formers. 
The t~·pes used were Marquis brand. 
These formers are 2~" long. that is 
the former proper. Standing on its 
legs on a llnt surfnce, the unit is -t" 
high. The dianrntn from rib to rih 
is If' outsid..-. Mensure it and put 
a mark in the centrP TIJf•n measure 
~ and inch ea ch sidf' of this rn ark 
and file two slots into all th..- ribs 
about 1/s" wide and -(6 " drf'p. This 
will be almost down to the lll:lin 
former. Then measure 1/s" from 
these slots and do likewise", and 
after these do another, working to
wards the encl of the former all the 
time, of course. This now me11ns 
~·ou have a former with 6 (six) slots 
cut into each of the rihs, or two 
sets of three, one set I" awn~· from 
tllf' other set. The slots are to ta kr 
the primary and secondary "·ind-
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ings, of course. The easiest way to 
cut these slots is to' use a file % " 
wide, either a small square one or 
a flat file % " thick, and provided 
you take care to make your mea
surements accurate and make a 
careful neat job of the filing the 
finished article can look and per
form like a good professional unit. 
The diagrams show how to wind 
the coils. Now the unit is finished 
and ready to mount unless you de
cide to incorporate . variable select
ivity. There are a number of ways 
this can be done, but I have chosen 
two only which in my opinion are 
the simplest. First type variable 
selectivity by means of a variable 
condensor connected between the 
primary and secondary, on the plate 
and grid ends. By adjusting this 
condensor you automatically vary 
the coupling between the plate and 
grid or plate and diode as the case 
may be, and thus you have a simple, 
but very effective form of variable 
selectivity which is an advantage 
on any superhet that is designed 
for quality reproduction. Quite a 
number of people have the idea that 
the actual tonal quality of a re-

ANOTHER AMPLIFIER CONTEST 
John Straede, well-known Melbourne radioman, has announced 

that he is organising an amplifier contest in conjunction with "Radio 
Times," the Melbourne broadcasting weekly. The contest is ope'n 
to amateurs and radio servicemen. 

Already a fine prize list is asslred, support having been promised 
by Homecrafta, Hartleys, Repco, Warburton Franki, Collins Radio 
and other Melbourne firms. 

Having followed previous amplifier contests intently, Mr. Straede 
has drawn up elaborate rules to govern the contest and the judging. 
If space permits, these will be published in full in next month's 
issue. Intending competitors should not wait for these, however, 
but should get in touch immediately with Mr. Straede at 7 Adeline 
Street, Preston. 'Phone: JU1814. 

ceiver depends on the audio ampli
fier only. This is a bad mistake 
as the detector i.f. and r.f sections 
have quite a lot to do with it, If 
super selectivity is wanted, you can
not have super quality reproduction 
at the same time, but by incorpora
ting variable selectivity, it is pos
sible to have either at will provided 
the set is properly designed. The 
second system is entirely different 

and consists of a third coil wound 
between the primary and secondary 
winding. The inductance of this 
is varied by means of a variable 
resistor across it. By test a 5,000 

. potentiometer did the job quite 
well. The trimmers used across the 
primary and secondary windings re
quire a capacity of about .00025. 
These can be obtained from old 
burn-out intermediates. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

SUGGESTIONS WANTED NOW IMPROVEMENTS WANTED 
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ARMY INVENTIONS DIRECTORATE 
WILL PROVIDE FINANCE AND 
SECURE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO 
DEVELOP EVERY SOUND ACCEPTABLE 
SUBMISSION FOR HELPING THE 
NATIONAL WAR EFFORT. 

ARMY INVENTIONS DIRECTORATE 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllKlllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Melbourne 
Sydney 
Adelaide 
Brisbone 
Perth 
Newcastle 
Hobart 

3 1 Spring Street 
117 Pitt Street 
232 North Terra'ce 
289 Queen Street 
Gledden Building, Hay Street 
Aero Club. Broadmeodow 
94 Melville Street 
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Telephone MU 3611 
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BW 3871 
Cent. 8127 

B 6662 
B 7763 

Ham. 919 
Hobart 3985 
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l<ingsley announce "Permaclad" l.F. Units, Coils, 

etc., representing one of the most important 

contributions · to Radio Component Manu.facture 

in recent years. Complete stocks are now bein.g 

made available from our Authorised Distributors 

throughout Australia. 

FEATURES * "Permaclad" Component& show "Q" values approx. 33% 
greater than the conventional type of Units. This means 
less loss. * The restriction of the ma911etic field by the "Permaclad" 
principles permits a smaller shield to be used without 
affecting the inductance or "Q" values. * "Permadad" Units are smaller than the conventionail type 
units. * "Permadad" Units are specially designed for "replace
ment" work. 
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KINGSLEY RADIO 
225 Trafalgar Street, Petersham, N.S.W. 
380 St. Kilda Road, Melbourne, Vic:. 

It wlll be of Interest to many of those In 

the Radio Industry to mote that Mr. Lay 

C:rHcfl, A.M.l.ll.E., flas iolned Kingsley as 

tlie Research Engineer ef Parts Division 

and that "Permacfad" was brought to a 
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SQUARE WAVE TESTING 
Some details of the latest method of checking audio amplifiers 

U P to the· present time in 
Australia most testing in 
audio work has been carried 
out with the beat frequency 

oscillator and cathode ray oscillo
scope plus a means of measuring 
input and output voltages. While 
there is nothing wrong with this 
method, it can be said that at least 
it lacks speed. To plot a frequency 
curve of an amplifier in actual pro
duction is to say the least a bottle
neck. To-day the prime requisite 
in production is speed, and the 
general trend in America seems to 
be toward using the technique of 
square wave analysis in connection 
with audio work. In fact, in video 
frequency amplifiers as used "in tele
vision, square wave testing is the 
only satisfactory means of measur
ing their performance. 

. 
Generating the Wave 

The square wave in itself is not 
hard to produce, but requires a fair 
amount of practical use and com
parison work in order to be able 
to interpret results. It will prob
ably have been noticed by many of 
our more advanced readers and 
servicemen who are fortunate. 
enough to possess a C.R.O. and a 
B.F .O. that by overloading a volt
age amplifier or power output stage 
severely the usual sinusoidal wave 
shape takes on a decided rectangula r 
shape on the C.R.O. screen. Due 
to the sloping sides of the wave
shape it is not a true square wave 
but closely approaches it. 

Rich In Harmonics 

When it is realised that a dis
torted waveshape contains, or is ex
tremely rich in harmonics, one is 
well on the way to understanding 
the theory behind square wave test
ing. 

With the B.F.O. method of test
ing the prime requisite is that th!' 
output waveform of the B.F.O. be 
absolutely free from distortion and 
in the better class jobs filters are 
included to guard against unwanted 
harmonics. However, in the case of 

the square wave it has been shown 
by many investigators that a square 
wave pulse contains all frequen
cies, fundamentals plus a terrific 
number of harmonics. Therefore it 
will be readily seen that any ap
paratus which will successfully pass 
a square wave at one particular 
frequency will be certain to give a 

umxrmrmmxxxxxu 
, By 

CHARLES MUTTON 

Plow Street, Thornbury, Vic. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: 

good performance over a wide range 
with regard to a sinusoidal wave. 
Thus it become possible to see at 
one glance just how good the fre-

r 
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quency response will be by being 
able to interpret the square wave 
output pattern on the C.R.O. screen. 

Methods of Producing Square 
. w;.ves 

One method of producing a 
square wave is to clip portions of 
a sine wave in a series of stages so 
that only waveshape with substan
tially vertical sides is left. The 
basic circuit using · diode clippers 
is shown at fig. ( 1) with its result
ing output voltage. This . circuit 
works in the following manner. 
The two diodes are biased in such a 
way that the output voltage . in
creases with input voltage in the 
normal manner until the impressed 
voltage is equal to the biassing 
voltage. At this instant current 
commences to flow in one of the 

<C2ntinued on next Pll'!le) 
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Examples of square wave patterns produced by audio amplifiers having frequency 
responses as shown alongside. Incidentally this example also gives an indication 

of improvements in audia transformers over a period of fifteen years. 
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SQUARE WAVES 

(Continued) 

in. its action is as fo1iows: 1fi1e 
output of any audio variable fre
quency oscillator is applied to the 
input of the 6J5 from here it is 
subsequently amplified in the tube 
until the amplitude of oscillations 
is large in comparison to the normal 
grid bias on the 6F5 tube. During 
the positive cycle the grip voltage 

reaches i iil.axlmum posHlve value 
of 2 to 5 volts, depending on the 
adjustment of the .5 and 1 meg' 
ohm potentiometers. The plate cur
rent is at a maximum at the same 
time. The input voltage, however, 
continues to rise, the increase be
ing absorbed across the ._05 coup
ling condenser (which charge is 

diodes and the RI drop in the series 
resistor prevents a rise of output 
voltage. The output waveform of 
this set up can be amplified and 
applied to another diode stage in 
order to make the voltage changes 
more abrupt. This is done until the 
wave shape assumes a true rec
tangular formation. A simple way 
to obtain the same results is to 
work an ordinary voltage amplifier 
on zero bias and then put an ex
tremely large input to the grid 
which will result in the flow of 
grid current, which will produce a 
square wave output or near enough 
to it. One commercial audio ' oscil
lator uses this scheme and to bring 
this about, merely shorts out the 
bias· resistor in one of the buffer 
amplifiers and then overloads the 
tube as just explained. For those 
interested a simple circuit which 
will produce a square wave for nor
mal testing purposes is shown here-

----- ------------------------, 

•OS 

r 
I NPUT 
FltOl"\ •5 
S.F.o. 

8+ 

To V.P. 
cF C.R.o. 

·----------------·----------------------' 
Simple circuit which will produce square waves for normal t<>sting purposes. An 

even simpler method is to use a valve without bias as the first amplifier. 

ffJ f,/e#IS 
'f'O ARE AS SiMPLE 

/ 

Victory will transform our transformer supply position, 
but, until then, we regret we can meet only Defence 
requirements of these well-known ABAC lines . 

9 Air-cooled power transformers up to 2K1' A. 

e Small-size cllrrent transformers for rectifier in
struments. 

e Audio and carrier frequency transformers on 
silicon steel or nickel alloy cores. 

e 11, 16 and 31 point switches. 

e Custom-built sheet metal. 

A-S .... 
f,;). ~:--• 

ABAc rnANs~onMEns 
-a product of TRIMAX TRANSFORMERS 
DIVISION OF CLIFF & BUNTING PTY. LTD. 
29-35 Flemington Rd., Nth. Melboume, Vic. 

, 

' 
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negative) and the .5 potentiometer. 
When the .signal reverses the plate 
current cuts off at some small value 
of grid voltage as a result of the 
high negative charge across the .05 
coupling condenser. This cut-off 
value is reached early in the cycle. 
The plate current thus remains at 
cut-off for a longer time than at 
its maximum value. Pulses of µn-

,.-·.._ ,, ... , 
, \ ' \ 

I \ I ' 

J-\__j-\_ 
I \ I ' 
f \ I \ 

I \ I \ 
I \ I \ . \ ' ' ...... · ""' .. ,_, 

I OUTPUT 01= PEAK CLI Pt'£ P.. .. .. ) 

equal sizes will thus be produced, 
but the inequality can be partially 
compensated for by adjusting the 
two potentiometers or by using a 
follow-up tube after the waveform 
distorter. This does not represent 
the ultimate in square-wave design 
but will be adequate for most ex
perimental purposes. 

A comparison test has been sug
gested by W. R. Hewlett of the 
Hewlett-Packard Co. in America, 
for testing audio amplifiers. The 
procedure is to apply a square wave 
simultaneously to an amplifier or 
network under test, and an ampli-

Figure 1, showing method of using diode 
clip!>ers to !>rovide square waves. 

fier or network that is the standard 
of comparison. The output of one 
provides the horizontal deflection 
and the other the vertical deflec
tion in a C.R.O. If the two sys
tems are identical the resulting 
pattern will be a straight line, but 
if the characteristics differ for any 
one of the frequency components 
contained in the square wave, some
thing other than a straight line will 
result. 

As a guide some curves and out
put waveforms are given here which 
were contained in a paper on the 
subject of square wave testing of 
audio transformers produced by 
the General Radio Co. Comparing 
the square wave output waveform 
against the respective frequency 
curves tells the story. ·In conclu
sion one feels that square wave 
testing is here to stay and will no 
doubt be adopted by many firms 
in their post-war plans. 

The 

This chart depicts 
the sales growth 
of Type BT and 
Type BW Insulated 
Resistors si'1ce 1934, 
when I RC pioneered and 
introduced insulated construc
tion in the resistance field. 
Based on the sole of millions 
of units the first year, it shows 
plainer than wards the rapidity 
of the trend _towards the use 
of insulated resistors. Based to 
a major extent on soles to the 
largest, most exactin,g buyers 
in the radio and electrical in
dustries, it proved beyond ques
tion the ability of tnis modern 
and exclusively I RC resistance 
development to co m b i n e 
economy "."ith dependability. 
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MONEY IN TELEVISION 
Approximately twenty-ft ve mil

lion dollars has been invested in 
American television research, ac
cording to the Vice-President of 
the Philc9 Corporation. 

"Probably never before has the 
product of a great new industry 
been so completely planned and so 
highly developed before it was offer
ed to the public as has television," 
he said recently. 
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AESTHETICS OF REPRODUCTION 
Some further notes and advice 

THE following notes are in
tended to deal with most of 
the points arising from the 
article under the above title 

which was published in our Decem
ber issue, having been reprinted 
from the English "Wireless World." 
It is hoped that the information 
given will avoid the ne~essity of 
letters having to be written and 
answered on technical matters. 

The Choke 

A number of readers require in
formation on the 3-henry air-cored 
choke. Fig. I gives a simplified 
version of the original design suit
able for amateur construction. The 
coil former is an assembly of five 
3!in. diameter laminated bakelitP 
discs !in. thick, spaced by four I !in. 
diameter discs ·Hn. thick. These 
latter could be hardwood, ebonite 
or the like. The whole is held to· 
gether by a 2BA stud and nuts, 
and large washers should be used 
against the outside cheeks to sup
port them. The former is then 
wound full with 40 SWG enamel
led wire. Taps are conveniently 
brou"ght out at the end of each 
section. It will be appreciated that 
the first slot should be filled, then 
the second, and so on. 

As A Unit 

A suitable control unit external 
to the cabinet is indicated in Fig. 
2. The components shown are 
mounted on a small metal panel, 
and the back of the panel and the 
components are enclosed in a mod
erately substantial screening box. 
The various leads connecting the 

•o L2,Cl6 s=====- ro T4 
""""'=";=:;;s:""":;,;;;;:,~;....,oC6 

"""'='=F-s;;;=.=:=~="'='=e:!=-=-• TO T I 
=::=;=r.=:;;:=:;;;~~=~-- to VI c;iqro 

Fig. 2. Screeni~g arrangements required. when rejector 
circuit is mounted outside the cabinet as a remote 
control unit. C9 must be insulated from pariel. 
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controls to the radiogram are of 
good-quality • single-way screened 
flexible wire, the screening · braiding 
being bonded at each end, and 
used as the earth return. The leads 
can be up to about 6ft. long with
out noticeably impairing the per
formance of the complete instru
ment. Such an external control box 
is very convenient, and well worth 
the trouble of making carefully. 
The components are numbered to 
agree with the numbers on the com-

Fi11. 1. Constructional details of 
a 3H choke, suitable for amateur 
construction, which ca.n be relied 
upon to give good results in the 
circuit described· in the original 
~- article. 

plete circuit diagram which appear
ed in the August issue. 

At this point it might be as well 
to clear up one or two obvious 
errors or omissions which found 
their way into the original article. 
In the circuit a blocking condenser 
should be inserted between the 
"Radio" contact of SI and the junc
tion of L2 and Cl6 to keep DC out 
of the coupling transformer prim
ary and to preserve the correct DC 
cathode load in the detector stage. 
In my set this condenser has a 
value of 0.5 uF. The current rating 
of the 5-volt heater winding for the 
rectifiers should be 4 amps., not 2 
amps., as stated in the list of com
ponent values. 

I am sorry that I cannot under-

take to ~ffer critical comments on 
readers' equipment. Such requests 
do really miss the point of my con
tribution, which was to express a 
point of view on musical repro
duction. My argument was that 
"high fidelity" was not enough, and 
I gave a slightly philosophical thesis 
on the artistic reproduction of 
music. In the course of my argu
ment I pointed out that the basis 
was equipment capable of repro
ducing all frequencies equally be
tween 32 and 10,000 cycles per 
second, and purely as a matter of 
convenience to my readers I gave 
a description of an instrument 
which I had designed myself as a 
basis for my experiments. My, con
tribution is not a "constructional 
article," and the description of my 
own radiogram is not an essential 
part of my thesis. ·In these difficult 
times I · just have no idea where 
the various special bits and pieces 
can be obtained. To get my own 
instrument completed I had to exer
cise all the guile I could muster, 
and I can only recommend my 
readers to do likewise. 

Selecting Records 

Choosing records is not quite 
such a pig-in-a-poke as it used to 
be, provided certain points are 
borne in mind. Nearly all the re
·cords of American orchestras are 
poor recordings in varying degrees. 
This, apparently, is due to the fact 
that American radiograms are all 
bottom and no top, so the records 
are all lop and no bottom. Un
fortunately, this cannot be remedied 
by cutting top and boosting bass, 
for the top is so distorted and 
scratchy as to be painful.. "Attack" 
is poor, and the piano sounds like , 
a cross between a harpsichord and 
a banjo. On the other hand, new 
English recordings are good and 
sometimes superb. H.M.V. records 
numbered C3000 and upwards, and 
Columbia DXIOOO and upwards are 
generally a safe buy, and no doubt 
certain Decca records are equally 
good, but I have not tried them on 
my own machine. The British Coun .. 
cil H.M.V. records are all good, and 

!Continued on page 26) 
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FILING YOUR RESISTANCES 
• There must be many radio enthusiasts, who, like myself, 
spend much of their spare time pottering around in the workshop, 
making new pieces of equipment or effecting improvements to 

0 NE often decides to try out 
a new circuit or modification, 
following which it becomes 
necessary to procure extra 

component parts. It is generally 
found when searching through the 
junk box that most of the bits and 
pieces required are available in 
some form or other, but there are 
always one or two things missing 
which often, these days, are diffi
cult to purchase and iQ.volve a waste 
of time walking from one shop to 
another looking for them. 

Such is · the case with resistors. 
No matter what one wants to do, a 
certain number of these is sure to 
be required. I recently became tired 
of finding that the necessary re
sistors to effect a few minor altera
tions were ~ot readily available. 
Here is the way the difficulty was 
overcome; if you are not already 
using the system yourself, it is 
passed on for what it is worth. 

Saving Money 

New carbon and wire wound re
sistors cost a lot of money these 
days if purchased in any quantity, 
and to buy a hundred or so of mis
cellaneous types to ensure having in · 
stock any odd value required, eats 
a hole in one's pocket. Therefore, 
why not make a habit of procuring 
all the odd secondhand resistors 
possible? Quite a few radio shops 
in M_elbourne have junk boxes full 
of secondhand and broken compon
ents on their counters and generally 
there •are a few resistors in each 
of these. Other shops are willing 
to sell cheaply, a dozen or so. second
hand resistors, which they normally 
throw away, provided you are will
ing to take the responsibility if 
they turn out to be faulty. 

Choose Carefully 

It is suggested that, if you are 
continually doing experimental 
radio work, procure as many of 
these as possible until you have at 
least four or five dozen miscellan-

their sets. 

eous types. When purchasing them, 
it is of course necessary to inspect 
each one closely and make sure that 
carbon types have not been severely 
overheated, that the connecting 
leads are not loose, and that no 
viable break appears in any wire
wound types under consideration. 

Testing 

Assuming your first batch of these 
components has been . obtained, it 
becomes necessary to test them for 

xxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xx 
By 

J. G. DU FAUR 
B.E., A.M.l.E. (Aust.), A.M.l.R,E. 

(Aust. ) 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
resistance, continuity and general 
utility. It is most likely that some 
will be intermittent, or noisy and 
therefore careful exa.mination must 
be made to ensure these are de-

stroyed, so that they will not be 
later incorporated in a piece of 
equipment where they may cause 
endless tro!lble. 

Points to Watch 

Each resistor should be tested as 
follows: Firstly, examine it closely 
for obvious electrical and mechan
ical defects. Make sure the leads 
are not loose and that in general 
appearance it looks satisfactory. 
Then check the actual resistance 
of each one separately with the 
ohmmeter section of a multimeter. 
Tap the unit occasionally while it 
is being tested and see that the 
meter needle does not flicker, show
ing an internal intermittent break. 
Some resistances will register a 
steady reading in ohms on the 
meter and then will gradually alter 
in value, as indicated by creeping 
of the meter indicator. These, of 
course, are useless and should be 

(Continued on next page) 

Ml\TCHBOX RE:S1STANC£. CoNrA1N£A. 

Match boxes are used to build this filing cabinet for resistances. 
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(Continued) 

disposed of immediately. 
Practically all carbon resistors 

increase in value with age and use; 
therefore, it will be found that in 
many cases, the true value of the 
unit will not correspond with its 
colour markings. Although in ·the 
average practical application, it does 
not matter very much if a resistance 
is greater or less by 20 per cent. of 
the rating specified in the circuit, 
it is definitely desirable to know 
as accurately as possible, the cor
rect resistance value. To do this, 
it is necessary to measure all units 
separately and then put them away 
in some type of box having a sep
arate compartment for each value. 

A Filing Cabinet 

An admirable container of this des
cription can be made from empty 
match boxes, glued together with 
strips of paper between each layer 
(to strengthen the assembly), so as 

l:o form a miniature chest of draw
ers. E1:1ch box has marked on its 
end the value of the resistors which 
it is to contain. 

When building one of these con
tainers, about eighty match boxes 
are required. One third of these 
can be · labelled with the range of 
resistance values generally readily 
available, such as 10,000, 25,000, 
50,000, 100,000 ohms, etc. The bal
ance are used to house units which 
are either special or which differ 
slightly in actual value from the 
standard sizes. For exan:J.ple, if one 
is testing ten resistors, all supposed 
to be 50,000 ohms, it will probably 
be found that their actual values 
vary from 45,000 to 65,000 ol;ims. 
It therefore pays to have boxes side 
by side, marked 45,000, 50,000, 
55,000, 60,000 and 65,000 ohms, so 
·that the ten units concerned can 
be separated and kept in these 
groups. Reference ·to the diagram 
in the text will indicate the values 
found most suitable by the writer 
to cover the range of available 
types. 

Each match box compartment 

MONEY 
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wtii easily hold five or six ohe-WaH 
carbon resistors or ten to twelve • 
of the 1 watt type. About three of 
each of the commercial type of 
small wire wound units will also 
fit in any one compartment. 

When checking the values of re
sistors with a commercial multi
meter, do not expect the readings 
obtained to be too accurate. If, on 
the average, they are within plus of 
minus 5 per cent, the instrument is 
quite ·a good one. The main thing 
is that any such meter will indicate 
accurately which is the larger of 
two resistors with the same colour 
coding-they will seldom be found 
exactly equal. 

Disregard Coding 

When the value of a resistor is 
determined, it is put into the match
box compartment bearing the closest 
number ·to that of the measured 
\'alue, whether its colour coding 
corresponds to that value or not. 
It is astonishing the number of re
sistances housed - in the ass'embly 
which differ considerably in rating 
from that specified b7 their colour 
markings. 

By adopting this procedure, one 
knows that when a resistance is 
taken from one of the compart
ments at a later date, it is within 
a few per cent, at the most, of the 
value written on the box, and that 
it is larger than the units in the 
box before it and smaller than those 
in the box after it. This is most 
important when building many types 
of test equipment, such as in cases 
where a resistance network with a. 
meter in it must be such that the 
meter gives a certain reading under 
specific conditions. ·If a resistance is 
chosen for part of this network and 
found to be just too small, then one 
of those in the next compartment to 
that whiCh the original unit came 
from, will probably be satisfactory. 

A Tested Scheme 

The procedure outlined above is 
excellent in practice, as it cuts in 
half the time wasted looking for 
specific resistance values in a pile 
of unknowns at the bottom of a 
junk bo·x, as well as making avail
able a fairly complete and cheap 
stock of good resistors when specific 
selection is required. 

Some readers may say that using 
second hand resistors in new equip-

( Continued on page 34) 
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MAKE YOUR OWN.· SELENIUM CELL 
The first of a series of articles on applied electronics 

I N the past twelve months it has 
become most noticeable in over
seas technical literature that 
manufacturers who advertise 

therein, are striking a new note, the 
whole trend and text of the adver
tisements show a mftrked tendency 
to push electronics to the fore. In 
pre-war days the main text of ad
vertisements seemed to be radio re
ceivers, public address sy:~tems, and 
component parts. Then war broke 
out, and manufacturers were forced 
to take on a more sombre attitude, 
and we found in almost every case 
prominent firms saying, "Due to in
creased war production and a speed
ing up of the war effort we find 
it no longer possible to keep up 
civilian supplies, but we have not 
forgotten our friends, etc., etc." 
Many will doubtless wonder why 
at this stage the subject of elec
tronics crops up so frequently. 

Industry Conscious 

Firstly Australia is primarily a 
primary producing country and a 
young one, so that industries have 
more or less taken second place, 
but since war broke out Australia 
has become industry conscious and 
has accelerated the growth of in
dustry enormously. As a result of 
this enormous growth the science of 
electronics has also received a tre
mendous boost. This fact must 
then be brought home to the radio
man to-day that the radio trade 
in post-war period will be obliged 
to extend its activities much further 
afield than the mere manufacture 
of receivers for entertainment, elec
trical appliances test equipment, 
etc. Food factories are going to 
need ph meters for measuring the 
ph content of food for public con
sumption, engineering firms will re
quire electronic micrometers in
\•olving the use of the cathode ray 
oscilloscope for extremely accurate 
measurements, such things as photo
meters, spectrophotometers, .den
sitometers, all connected with 
photography, will find many uses. 
Just these few items mentioned 
have not yet been really manufac-

tured here in Australia, and have 
mainly been imported. What a rich 
field for the progressive radio ser
vice man, experimenter, etc. Having 
now put the case for electronics 
forward, 'it is intended that, cir
cumstances permitting (and the 
editor) to start an electronic sec
tion in this journal, which will start 
off with the fundamentals of elec
tronics and progress as time goes 
on to the more complicated side of 
industrial electronics. 

Importance of the Vacuum 
Tube 

Of outstanding importance in all 
phases of electronic engineering is 
the vacuum tube in all its different 
guises, the cathode ray tube, thyra
trons or gaseous triodes voltage re
gulators and photo electric cells; 
these four form the fundamental 
basis of all electronic work. The 
first named, of course, playing th~ 
most prominent part. As it is pro· 
posed to discuss each in turn it 
would perhaps serve as an intro
duction to take phato-electric cells 
first; as they are probably the 
easiest to understand .. 

Photoelectric Cella 

' The photoelectric cell performs 
the function of converting light in 
its various forms into usuable elec
trical energy. The cell performs 
this function with a minimum of 
time lag and as a result, will re
pond faithfully to light. variations 
up to reasonably high frequencies. 
In the ordinary triode, pentode, 
vacuum tube we are all aware that 
upon the heater or filament being 
heated electrons are liberated. In 
the photocell precisely the same 
thing happens but it is brought 
about in a different manner. In
stead of a given voltage being 
applied to the filament, a ray of 
light is directed on to the cathode 
of the cell which by reason of a 
coating of light sensitive material 
gives off electrons. The number of 
electrons given off is dependent on 
the amount of light to the cell, 
the material on the cathode and the 
colour of the light. The plate in a 
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photocell performs the same func
tion as the plate in any ordinary 
vacuum tube, i.e., the amount of 
plate voltage will, to a large de
gree, determine the current or num
ber of electrons drawn from the 
cathode and is supplied in the usual 
manner with a positive potential 

5ElfNIUM CELI. 
------ 2' _____ .,. 

l 
' 

,. 
6 l 

Constructionol details of a simple but 
effective photo-electric cell. 

large in comparison with that at 
the cathode. However there is a 
physical difference in a photocell 
plate and that is, it takes the form 
of a ring or some type of mesh, in 
order that the light beam will not 
be impeded on its way to the cath
ode. 

The Lumen 

It might be advisable at this 
juncture when we are discussing 
light to give the definition of the 
"lumen" which is used to express 
light as a quantity. "The lumen is 
the amount of light that would be 
received by unit area from a. light 
source of one candlepower {>laced 
at the centre of a sphere of unit 
radius, assuming, of course, uniform 
radiation in all directions. 

One of the earliest photocells 
was termed the Potassium Cell, and 
was so named due to the deposit of 
potassium which was deposited by 
distillation on one side of an evacu
ated bulb. The potassium performed 
the function of the cathode. The 
plate was formed by a metal ring. 
The main disadvantage of this early 
cell was its extremely poor emission 
qualities, limited to about two 

(Continued on next page) 
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SELENIUM CELL 
(Continued) 

microamps per lumen of light. 
However, in. certain applications, 
this type of cell has the advantage 
in that the cathode emission is pro
portional to the light on the cathode. 

There are two main types of 
photocells in use to-day and these 
are divided into firstly, high vacuum 
and secondly the barrier fayer, or 
self-generating type. 

The first type is similar to the 
description just given for the 
Potassium cell, except that improve
ments have been made in the 
various chemicals, usually the alkali 
metals, used for the cathode mater
ial. As stated previously the cur
rent with this type of cell is quite 
small, hence they are mostly used 
in conjunction with an amplifying 
system, in order to boost the cur
rent to sizable proportions required 
for control p~irposes These types 

of cells always require an external 
potential be applied to them for 
operation. 

Self Generating Type 

A self-generating type of photo
cell is different in construction from 
the high vacuum type just discuss
ed, and usually in simple form con
sists of a metal plate on which is 
deposited a semi conducting sur
face, typical examples being cop
per, cuprosis oxide selenium and 
iron. For example in the well
known Westinghouse metal rectifier 
we have a copper oxide surface 
separated by an alternate series of 
lead washers. In the ·westinghouse 
photocell the surface which is ex
posed to the light source is com
posed of copper oxide, one con
nection goes to this surface and 
other to the copper underneath. On 
being exposed to a light source, a 
flow of current starts from the 
oxide to the copper. This takes 
place without any application of 
external potentials and under such 

conditions the output from the cell 
is something like 120 micro-amps 
per lumen. This type of cell, how
ever, suffers the disadvantage that 
the interna1 resistance is extremely 
low. 

Selenium Cells 

Departing from the two types of 
commonly used photo cells, it might 

' be just as well to touch lightly on 
a chemical substance called sele. 
nium A selenium cell differs from 
the usual photo electric principles, 
but merely changes its resistance 
with light. However, in general, 
selenium cells are cheaper than 
photo-cells, and by means of a ray 
of light can control simple circuits 
such as burglar and fire alarms, 
trick advertising stunts, door bells, 
etc. 

The main disadvantage with the 
selenium cell is the fact that its 
response to light is not instantan
eous and hence suffers from what 
is known as a time lag. In fact, it 
has been shown in early experi-
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ments with this type of cell, that 
even when completely cut off from . 
light action, a steady current pass
ing through it does not attain a 
steady value. This is due to the 
fact that . the selenium cell is rather 
unstable in its internal resistance 
properties · due to temperature 
effects and also polarisation. 

When subjected to light the cur
rent curve of a selenium cell rises 
rapidly at first, then at a slower 
rate and takes a short period to 
attain maximum output. 

A second disadvantage is that 
when subjected to light for long 
periods, the current in the selenium 
cell drops off badly. However, the 
selenium cell is probably the ideal 

. thing for the home experimenter 
as they can be made quite easily 
and economically, two factors 
which gives it many attractions for 
the man who likes to "make his 
O\Vn.n 

Constructional Details of the 

Selenium Cell 

The first requisite in making a 
selenium cell is the chemical itself, 
i.e.; selenium. The selenium for our 
purpose is usually sold in stick 
form, somewhat similar to a stick 
of solder and may be purchased 
from wholesale manufacturing 
chemists or firms like H . B. Selby 
& Co., of 393 Swanston St., Mel
bourne. The cell is constructed on 
a small sheet of mica, the size being 
immaterial, usually 2in. by lin. A 
small quantity of copper or German 
silver wire will be required about 
SO s.w.g. Philips type 4003 audio 
transformers, one of the old timers, 
had the secondary wound with Ger
man silver wire, many experiment
ers will have one with a burnt out 
primary, and thus can pull the 
transformer down. The German 
silver wire is not, however, essen
tial, and as copper wire is far 
easier to obtain it would be just 
as well to stick to · copper. By 
glancing at fig. I the method of 
construction can be seen, and some
what resembles a mica card type of 
non-inductive resistance, the two 
wires terminating in two holes in 
the mica for connections to exter
nal circuits. The selenium now has 
to be heated to approximately 220° 
C. at which temperature it will 
spread readily on to the mica. By 
placing the cell on a. small sheet of 
copper, on putting this copper on 

the gas flame, the heat will be dis
tributed evenly. A guide to tem
perature will be the condition of the 
selenium when melted sufficiently. 
If the temperature is excessive small 
bubbles will appear on the surface 
of the selenium, if two low the se
lenium will exhibit a greyish tinge. 

Applying the Coating 

Apply the selenium as evenly as 
possible over the mica and make 
the layer three to four thousandths 
of an inch thick. 

After applying the selenium re
move the cell from the copper and 
allow it to cool slowly. When this 

/ 
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is done replace the cell on the plate 
again and bring to a heat just below 
melting point, allow the cell to cool 
slowly aga'in and repeat the same 
procedure two or three times. This 
procedure, known as annealing, is 
a most important one to assure 
success. This article serves merely 
as an introduction to the simple 
types of cells, in a coming issue of 
this journal we will deal with some 
practical experiments which will 
help towards a better understanding 
of P .E . cells and their application. 

(Watch for the next issue of this 
series in an early issue.) 

RIMAR 
VALVES 
e~~ 

A PRODUCT OF 

Siandard Telephones and Cables Limif'ed 
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A SHORT COURSE IN RADIO 
THE ELECTRON THEORY 

• The phenomena of electricity and radio may be accounted 

for by the electron theory; so to begin, we will learn something 

about this theory. 

T HERE are 92 different ele· 
ments which in one form or 
another compose all matter; 
aluminium, hydrogen and 

sodium are three of these e1ements, 
which may exist in a free state, or 
chemical unions with other ele
ments, these unions are called "com
pounds." 

If a piece of iron, for example, 
could be magnified many billions 
of times it would not appear as a 
solid but as millions of separate 
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units separated . by fairly large 
spaces, these units are called mole
cules. A molecule is the smallest 
part of a substance that can exist 
in a free state and yet retain the 
properties of the substance. 

Molecules, it is believed are in 
continual state of agitation, as the 
substance is warmed so this agi
tation will increase, and when cool
ed decrease. 

Molecules 

Molecules are comprised of small
er units called "atoms". Except 
in the case when a molecule is com
posed of a single atom, an atom is 
not capable . of independent exist
anc"e for any length of time. The 
atom is an assembly of even more 
diminutive things-minute particles 
of negative and positive electricity. 

The core, or "nucleus" of the 
atom consists of a positive charge 
of electricity which may be made 
up purely of protons ( +) or a 
combination of protons and elec
trons ( - ) , however in a neutral 
atom the resultant charge is always 
positive. For an example we will 
examine a helium atom, Fig. 1; it 
can be seen that the nucleus con
sists o( four protons and two elec
trons so the resulting charge will 
be positive, to neutralise this posi
tive charge the atom is provided 
with two planetary electrons. 

Conductors and Insulators 

As we all know some subiitances 
will conduct an electric current 
freely while others tend to oppose 
it. If we grasp the rubber insu
lated portion of two wires connect
ed to the "mains" we can hold them 
all day without any discomfort as 
there will be no current flow 
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through our body; if we now feel 
reckless enough to touch the two 
copper conductors we will either 
finish up in a coffin or with the 
knowledge that copper conducts 
electricity. Now if we connect up 
a piece of this ' rubber insulated 
wire to a {ew thousand volts and 
would like to be thrown across the 
room without any idea of jumping 
on our part just bring the hand 
slowly towards this wire, even the 
"insulated" part, and when there Is 
still a couple of inches of air still 
separating it from the wire and 
the so-called "insulation" a nice 
big spark will Jump out to the 
finger, we will then be thinking 
of things far removed from· insu
lators and conductors as we· lie in 
the corner of the room. From these 
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FUNDAMENTALS -- Part 1 -- Starting Now 

experiments we learn that a con
ductor will offer little opposition 
to ·an electric curi:ent, and an in
sulator is an insulator until a suffi
ciently high electrical pressure is 
reached; actually even at low elec
trical pressures an "insulator" will 
still' conduct a very small · part ·of 
the current. A conductor, no mat
ter how good (silver is the best) 
will still offer a small opposition 
to the flow of an electric current, 
so that there is no definite line of 
demarcation between conductors 
and insulators. 

Iona 

If a suitable force is applied to 
an atom it will be made to lose 
an orbital electron so that the atom 
will not be neutral but will have 
a greater positive than negative 
charge, this unbalanced atom is 
called a "positive ion" and will ex
ert a strong attraction to any elec
trons that may come in its field of 
influence, and thinks nothing of 
stealing an electron from its neigh
bour if it gets half a chance. 

When a neutral atom is forced to 
receive an extra electron it will 
possess an excess negative charge 
and is called a "negative ion." This 
atom is as pleased to lose this ex
cess electron as the positive ion is 
to regain one, so it looks as if 
atoms have one object in life, that 
is to remain normal. It is unusual 
for an -atom to gain or lose more 
than one electron at a time .. 

Electrical Generation 

The statement that "electricity is 
generated" is very confusing, for 
it is no more generated than a 
water pump generates water; the 
pump causes water already in ex
istence to flow through a circuit 
of pipes, and an electrical genera
tor causes electrons already in 
existence to flow through a circuit 
of conductors. 

It should be evident that if we 
c,ould get a . bundle Qf negative ions 
in one position and a bundle of 
positive ions. in another, join them 
with a. suitable conductor the ions 

would exert their respective influ
ences and a "conduction current" 
would flow. 

,., 
·~ v. If v. 

It is as well to point out at this 
stage that an electron flow is from 
negative to positive while the cur
rent flow is regarded as being from 
positive to negatiYe. This difference 
can be blamed on our scientific 
forefathers. 

Primary Cells 

If a plate of zinc and another of 
copper are immersed in a dilute 

. solution of sulphuric acid, what is 
known as a primary cell is formed. 
When the two plates are joined 
with an electrical conductor a 
current will flow through it. Fig. 2. 

The acid attacks the copper, rob
bing its atoms of some of their 
electrons which then pass over to 
the zinc plate; a, lot of the copper 
atoms will be positive ions having 
a .deficit of electrons, while some of 
the zinc atoms having an excess 
of electrons will be negative ions, 
so, as before, a conduction current 
will flow through the conductor. 

A seconqary cell, or accumulator 
as it is more commenly known, has 
a different operation in which the 
chemical action is rather compli
cated and beyond the scope of this 
book. It consists of two lead plates 
immersed in a dilute solution of 
sulphuric acid. Before it is possible 
for a cell of this type to generate 
an electric current, it first must 
be charged with an electric cur· 
rent; actually in the charging pro
cess the cell converts electrical 
energy into chemical energy and 
when discharging converts the 
chemical energy. back into elec
trical energy. When a single ac
cumulator is charged its voltage is 
2, which it retains until it is almost 
completely discharged. In applica
tions where heavy current flows are 
required an accumulator is usually 
much more suitable than a dry cell. 

Dry Cell. 

A dry cell is not really dry- if it 
were it would not work, as the mois
ture contained in the active paste 
within the cell is essential to its 
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Above, figure 5, showing two methods of 
battery connections. Below-figure 10 
showing (a) resistances in series, (bl 

and ( c) resistances In parallel. 

operation. This is why all dry bat
teries should be kept in a cool place 
in order to obtain the longest ser
vice from them. 

Figure 3 shows the internal con
struction of a dry cell. The outer 
case is of zinc, which forms the 
negative pole. Next comes a lining 
of the active material, which is 
generally a paste of sal-ammonia c 
and plaster-of-paris or gelatine. 

The Positive Pole 

In the centre of the cell is a 
rod of carbon · (the positive pole) 
and this is separated from the sal
ammoniac by a layer of manganese 
dioxide, which prevents a chemical 
action taking place that would im-

Continued on next poge) 
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ELECTRONS 
(Continued) 

pede the efficient working of the 
cell. 

When fresh, the voltage of a 
cell of this type is a little over 1 ! 
volts. By connecting two such cells 
so that the positive terminal of one 
is joined to the negative terminal 
of the other, the voltage between 
the two free terminals will be 
double that of a single cell. With 
three cells so connected, the volt
age would be three times that of 
one and so on. · This is illustrated 
in Fig. 4, which also shows the 

. theoretical symbol used in radio 
diagrams to represent a battery of 
any kind. The short heavy stroke 
denotes the negative terminal and 
the thin long one the positive. Cells 
connected in this manner are said 
to be series connected. 

Parallel Connection 

Another way in which cells may 
be connected is in parallel, Fig. 5 
(b), it can be seen that the 
positive terminals are all connected 
together, an dthe negative termin
als connected in a similar manner. 
The advantage of this connection 
is that in certain circumstances two 
cells so connected will give more 
than ·double the life of a single 
cell, No matter how many cells 
are parallel connected the resulting 
voltage will be no more than that 
of a single cell. 

High tension or. "B" batteries 
are made up from dozens of these 
small cells linked in series. A 45-
volt H.T. battery consists of 30 
such cells. 

Conduction Current. 

Use has been made of the term 
"conduction current" and this is 
the type of current that flows 
through a conductor when it is con
nected to the terminals of a genera
tor. 

As copper is the most commonly 
used of all the conductors it will 
be used as an example. A copper 
atom is provided with 29 orbital 
electrons, nearly all of which are 
held firmly in place by the attrac
tion of the nucleus, but there is 
one electron when moving through 
its orbit passes much further from 
the influence of the nucleus. These 
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11free 11 or "mobile" e1edrons are 
readily interchangeable and wander 
from one atom to another in a hap-
hazard fashion. , 

When this piece of copper is 
connected across a generator these 
"free" electrons come under the in
fluence of the applied voltage and 
move in a regular direction from 
the negative terminal to the posi
tive and will continue to pass 
around the circuit while a deficit 
of electrons exist at the positive 
connection and a surplus at the 
negative. 

The units of measurements are :
Electricity . . . . . . . . Coloumbs. 
Electric current 

Coulombs per sec. Amperes. 
Potential difference . . Volts. 
Resistance . . . . . . . . . . Ohms. 

Coulombs. 

A coulomb is a measure of quan
tity of electricity and is denoted 
by the sign Q and is equal to 
6.29 X 1018 electrons (nearly 10 
million, million, million-). 

Potential Difference. 

Potential difference is the result 
of the difference in the number of 
electrons between the two poin.ts 
in question. It is not necessary for 
one body to be positive and the 
other negative: If one . body is 50 
units positive and the other 100 
units positive, the first will be 50 
units negative to the second, so it 
can be seen that itis the algebraic 
potential difference between the two 
bodies that is the deciding factor. 

Electromotive force, abbreviated 
as E.M.F. is the expression that is 
used to donate the pressure due to 
potential difference and is expressed 
in units callea "volts." 

Electric Current. 

The m_anner in which an electric 
current passes through a conductor 
was explained under "Conduction 
Current." • 

The rate of flow of electricity is 
stated in "amperes," usually abbre
viated to amp., and is the flow of 
one coulomb per second. 

Current is donated by the letter 
I. 

Resistance. 

It was shown earlier that some 
substances offer little opposition to 
the flow of an electric current; 
copper, silver, etc., owing to their 
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Top, figure 6, showing symbols for re
sistances and variable resistances. Centre
figure 7, showing reslstonce connected 
across the output of a battery. Bottom
figure 9, which shows how a resistor can 
be applied to a filament circuit to apply 
two volts to the filament from a 3 volt 

battery. 

free electrons and that others offer 
great opposition to the passage of 
an electric current; rubber, wood, 
glass, etc.; in which all the electrons 
·are held firmly in their atoms by 
the attraction of the nucleus. 

A length of a certain substance, 
of fixed cross sectional area, has 
a certain resistance, and , if this 
length is doubled so will the re
sistance be doubled. For a fixed 
length of wire and doubling the 
cross sectional area the resistanee 
will be halved. 

The Circuit Symbol 

A zig-zag line is used to depict 
all kinds of resistances, there being 
minor variations to differentiate be
tween various types. 

Fig 6 (a) shows the way an or
dinary fixed resistance is represent-
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ed, while the symbol for a poten
tiometer, which is a special kind of 
variable resistance is illustrated in 
figure 6 (b). An ordinary type of 
variable resistance such as a rheo
stat is indicated in Fig. 6 (c). An 
alternative way of indicating a 
variable resistance is to use the po
tentiometer symbol, but omitting 
the connection at one end as shown 
in Fig. 6 (d). 

The circuit shown in Fig. 7 (a) 
can be seen a resistance connected 
across the terminals of a battery 
of voltage E. 

Carbon Resistors 

What is known as a carbon re
sistor is composed of powdered car
bon mixed with an insulating 
cement and then baked into a rod. 
The ratio of the ingredients depends 
on the resistance and wattage rat
ing required. 

Another type consists of a rod 
of insulating material which is 
"metallized" or sprayed with a very 
thin layer of metal ,the thickness 
of the layer will decide the resist-
ance. 

Wire wound resistors consist of 
resistance wire such as nichrome 
wound on an insulated former of 
suitable size. This type is used 
when large currents are to be 
passed. 

Ohm's Law. 

The law connecting voltage re
sistance and current is known as 
ohm's law, named after Professor 
Ohm, a noted early electrical pion
eer. It is a very simple law, but 
a sound working knowledge of its 
applications is essential to anybody 

• studying radio. 
Stated simply, ohm's law says 

that the current in amps. is equal 
to the electromotive force (pressure 
in volts) divided by the resistance 
in ohms. It is usually expressed in 
the form I = E/R, where I stands 
for current in amps., E for electro
motive force in volts, and R for 
resistance in ohms. 

The law may be also expressed 
as R = E/1 ohms and E = IR volts, 
enabling any one of the three quan
tities to be found when the other 
two are known. 

Figure 8 will be found useful for 
working out ohm's law problems. 
To use it, cover up with a finger 
the letter representing the unknown, 
and the way to deal with the other 
two 9uantities will be revealed. 

Thus by covering up E, I R are 
left together and should be multi

•plied as shown to obtain the re
sult. If I is covered, it is obvious 
that E should be divided by R. 

Returning to Fig. 7 (a), if the 
resistance R, which will be taken 
as representing the entire resistance 
in the circuit, has a value of 500 
ohms, and the voltage of the bat
tery is I 00 volts the current flow
ing through the · resistance may be 
now calculated by the use of ohm's 
law. From the formula I = E/R, 
we obtain I = 100/500 amps. = I/5 
or .2 amps. 

Ohm's law is particularly useful 
in radio for working out the volt
ages which are developed across re
sistances. In fig. 7 (b) is shown a 
battery E of 100 volts, across 
which are connected two separate 
resistances, R, and R,, which we 
will assume have values of 600 and 
400 ohm respectively. 

Calculating Voltages 

The current flowing through both 
resistances will be the same and will 
be equal to 100/600 + 400 = .I 
amps. Now to find the voltage drop 
across each resistance, all that is 
necessary is to multiply the resist
ance in question by this current, 
thus there is a voltage drop of 60 
across R, and 40 across R,, so the 
total drop is equal to the battery 
voltage. 

It is often necessary to reduce 
voltage available to a value re
quired. For example, if the filament 
of a 2-volt valve is to be supplied 
from a 3-volt battery a resistance 
has to be inserted that will drop 
the applied voltage by one as 
shown in fig. 9. If the filament 
current is .I amp., then from the 
formula R = E/I we find that 
R = I/.I = IO ohms. 

Some Common Prefixes. 

In radio, it often happens that in 
one calculation one unit is being 
considered in thousands and even 
millions, while the same problem 
may im:olve only a one-millionth 
part of another unit. To overcome 
this apparent difficulty in the tre
mendous range of quantities, pre
fixes are used. 

To reduce the unit to a smaller 
dimension we have:-

Milli = one thousandth. 
Micro = one millionth. 

Thus one milliampere is one 
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Figure 8. If you can keep a picture of 
this in mind you will always be able to 

work out Ohm's Law. 

thousandth of an amp., so to con
vert the latter to the former it 
should be multiplied by 1000. For 
example .03 amps. equals 30 milli
amps. Similarly .02 volt equals 20 
millivolts. 

To increase the unit to a larger 
dimension we have:-

Kilo, means IOOO. 
Mego (or mega) means I,000,000. 

Thus, one megohm is one million 
ohms, and 500 kilocycles equals 
500,000 cycles. 

Resiatancea in Series and 

Parallel. 

Fig. IO (a) shows two resistors 
connected in series and ~hen two 
or more resistors are connected in 
series the total resistance of the 
circuit is equal to the sum of the 
separate resistances. For an ex .. 
ample let R, have a resistance of 
600 ohms and R,, 400 ohms, so the 
total resistance will be 1000 ohms. 

Figures IO (b) and (c) shows 
two and three resistances paralleled 
respectively. If in 10 (b) the values 
of the resistances are the same as. 
that shown in the previous example 
then the effective · resistance of the 
circuit is given by the formula:-

I/R = I/R, + I/R., etc. 
Thus I/I}= I/600 + .1400 

= 2 + S/I200 
1/24 OR= I 

R = 240 ohms 
The same formula may be ex

tended to calculate the resistance 

(Continued on next page) 
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of any number of r·esistors paral
leled. For example, if four resistors 
of 120, 40, 60, and 30 ohms are 
connected' in . parallel then the re
sultant resistance is given by:-

I/R = l/R,+l/R,+ l/Rs-t-1/R.i etc. 
= l/120+1/40+1/60±1/30 
= I +3+2+4/120 

l/12R = 1 
R = 12 ohms. 

In the first example, where there 
is only· two resistances to be con
sidered the c11lculation could be 
simplified by using the following 
formula which is derived from the 
other formula:-

R,XR, 
R=----

R,+R, 

It should be kept in mind that 
when two or more resistors are con
nected in parallel the effective value 
of the resistance is always less than 
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the lo:west resistance of the com
bination. 

Shunt Resistances 

As we have said before when a 
voltage is applied to two or more 
resistors connected in parallel it 
will divide itself among the paths 
provided by the resistances, with 
respect to one of these resistance 
the others may be said to "shunt" 
it. 

Referring again to figure 10 (b), 
R, may be said to shunt R,; while 
in. IO(c) R, and Ra may be said to 
shunt R,; R, and R, would be called 
the ' shunt resistors. 

(The second article of this new 
series dealing with the fundament
als of radio theory and practice 
will appear in next month's issue. 
Make sure of your copy by placing 
an order with your bookstall
NOW.) 

RADIO TO THE RESCUE 
· Radio amateurs in Belgium aided 

in the accomplishment of a notable 
feat in communications by the Bel
gian underground. Last December 
the Belgian government-in-exile 
sent into their homeland a three
man n1ilitary commission whose as
signment was to set· up transmitters 
through the underground to main
tain communications with London. 
Of the eight transmitters dropped 
by parachute, only one fell into 
German hands. 

* * 
·when fire destroyed the adminis

tration building and all telephone 
Jines at the Douglas Aircraft Com
pany at Chicago on July 17th, pro
duction in the plant continued with-

1 out delay through the use of handie
talkies for emergency communica
tions. Supplied by the Signal Corps, 
the handie-talkies were strategically 
located throughout the rambling 
plant and eight stations were placed 
in operation, ranging in ' distances 
from iess than 100 feet to over a 
mile. 
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VOLTAG.E DOUBLING 
Handy circuit suggestions for high-voltage power supplies 

T HERE are ma·ny occasions 
which crop up in the course 
of radio experimenting which 
require much higher volt

ages than can be obtained from 
standard transformers. For in
stance most cathode ray tubes, with 
the exception of the very small 
types, require anything from 1200 
up to 3000 volts D.C. on the tube 
elements. This is especially true 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: 
By 

CHARLE.S H. MUTTON 
1 Plow Street, Thornbury, Vic. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. 
for those types which have the in
tensifier on the extremity of the 
bulb. For cases like this, bulky 
and expensive transformers are 
neither necessary or desirable in 
view of the fact that cathode ray 
equipment does not draw much 
more than a mill or so H.T. cur
rent, and so we find voltage doub
ler systems used extensh·ely in this 
application. 

Transfoi;merless Sets 

However to the average man con
nected with radio, the voltage 
doubler is seen in' the more familiar 
guise of the transformerless _set, 
or, as it is more commonly known 
in this country, the AC-DC receiv
er. In connection with this type of 
receiver I can't remember yet meet
ing the serviceman who had a good 
word to say for them. This, I 
think, would be due no doubt to 

RL 

the large percentage of both valve 
and condenser failures and frequent 
service calls. A large number of 
these failures could be minimised 
and their recurrence reduced in 
number, if the theory and applica
tion of voltage doubling received 
more attention by the technician. 

Work For Condensers 

Fundamentally, and reducing the 
voltage doubler to its most simple 
form, as shown in fig. I, we see 
that we simply have two half-wave 
rtctifier units connected in series 
and in such a manner as to cause 
the output voltages to be additive. 
In general the condensers used in 
voltage doublers are much higher 
in capacity than used in normal 
types of filter circuits. An erro
neous impression held by many is 
that the tube is responsible for the 
voltage doubling. This is not the 
case, the condensers perform this 

LOAD 

function and as such they do the 
most important job in this type of 
circuit. 

Types of Voltage Doubler Circuits 

The two main types of voltage 
doublers may be classified into (1) 
half wave; (2) full wave. 

The ripple frequency of the lat
ter is twice that of the former 
across the filter input, or more 
simply said. The ripple frequency 
across the filter circuit in the half-

. \vave circuit is 50 cycles and that 
for the full-wave is 100 cycles. In 
order to explain the action of the 
circuit refer to fig. 2 wherein will 
be seen the full~wave or balanced 
type of voltage doubler, utilizing one 
of the dual half-wave rectifier tubes 
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such as the 25Z5 which possesses 
two 'independent cathodes. The 
resistors in series with either plate 
are peak curre.nt limiting resistors 
and should at all times be included 
as they definitely help a great deal 
against rectifier break down when 
switching off and on suddenly, they 
generally vary in value from 50 to 
250 ohms. By leaving out the usual 
series filament dropping resistor and 
the rectifier filament circuit we have 
reduced the diagram to the essen
tials required for the explanation 
of the circuit operation, as shown 
at 2A. 

Mode" of Operation 

When the line voltage at point 
(I) is positive, the current · flows 
through rectifier (I) in the direc
tion shown by the arrows and hence 
condenser CA is charged, thus 
making point A positive with re-

(Continued on next poge) 
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bOUBLIMS 
(Continued J 

spect to point 0. Rectifier 2 is not 
conducting because its plate is nega
tive. However, a complete reversal 
takes place when the A.C. line re
verses polarity, and the charging 
current flows in the direction shown 
and condenser CB becomes nega
tively charged with respect to point 
0. Thus one condenser discharges 
through the load while the other 
is in the process of being charged. 
It is desirable and generally the 
case that condenser CA and CB 
should be approximately equal in 
capacity, if otherwise is the case 
then a state of unbalance exists 
across the two condensers will be 
evidenced by a hum component of 
line frequency being heard in th,e 
output of the receiver. 

Used as a voltage doubler the 
25Z5 tube is rated at a maximum 
DC load current of 75mA, which 
should cater for most receivers up 
to about 6 tubes, however, larger 
current drain is permissable for 
larger receivers by paralleling two 
tubes. 

Safety Precautions 

In many Australian receivers of 
the AC-DC type one side of the 
mains is connected to the chassis 
proper and under certain conditions 
can becoiµe dangerous, it is always 
preferable to use a common earth 
bus which is insulated from the 
chassis with a good quality con
denser. 

From th«! performance angle as 
regards hum trouble, unless par
ticular attention is paid to the se
quence of the heater wiring, modu
lation or tunable hum is apt to 
cause trouble. The usual method · 
being to have the second detector 
as the first tube in the string start
ing from earth potential, thence 
through the converter tube. IF 
tube, power output stage, rectifier 
filament and then the series drop
ping resistance to the AC line. The 
reason for this precaution being 
that heater to cathode voltage in 
the critical tubes which may cause 
hum, are kept within reasonable 
limiits. 

Half Wave Type 

The half wave type made its 
appearance somewhat earlier than 
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the type just discussed and is 
slightly different in its operation, 
in fact it could be inore correctly 
termed a voltage multiplier circuit 
rather than the voltage doubler. 
Looking at fig. 3 it can be seen that 
one side of the power line can be 
hooked directly to the negative side 
of the filter output and is better 
than the full wave type in this 
respect that it overcomes the high 
voltage difference between heater 
and cathode of the high gain tubes 
at the ground end of heater string. 

As in the former case, take point 
(I) to be positive with respect to 
point (2) and trace the current flow 
as shown by the arrows through the 
rectifier tube I. In the first half 
cycle condenser CA assumes a 

charge equal to the voltage of the 
line. In the the next half cycle 
point 2 now swings positive with 
respect to point I, the charge on CA 
will now add its potential to that 
of the line and current now flows 
through rectifier tube 2, and at 
the same time charges condenser 
CB to a potential equal to that of 
the charge in CA plus the line peak. 
This would result in a . charge on 
CB equal to twiee the line peak 
potential but it must now be remem
bered that as soon as tube 2 starts 
to conduct" condenser CB discharges 
through the load. As far as the 
type of electrolytic used is con
cerned as the actual polarity of CA 
never reverses the polarised or 
normal electrolytic condenser can 
be used in this position. 

Polarity Reverser 

It is commonly known that when 
it is desired to operate a universal 
receiver on DC mains that the re
ceiver will only operate one way. 
Fig. 4 shows an interesting diver
sion of the voltage doubler. This 
circuit will give a fixed polarity at 

C\1Rft£NT FLOW-

1:© IS POSITIV( 

++-;.@ IS POSl,-IVE 
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the output regardless of the input 
polarity. All full wave rectifiert 
are not polarity reversers, only the 
bridge rectifier performs this fun.c
tion. With this circuit a universal 
receiver becomes truly universal in 
that it works on AC and will oper
ate when connected either way on 
DC mains. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

THE PROMISE OF POST-WAR 

Some mighty interesting develop
ments can be expected as soon as 
the war clears up. A clue to . a 
possibility is found in a recently
released American specification of 
a new type of valve which operates 
with a normal plate supply of 5 
volts high tension . . 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

AESTHETICS 
(Continued from page I 4) 

Dr. Sargent and the Liverpool Phil
harmonic Orchestra, and Barbirolli 
with the Halle Orchestra on Colum
bia have mastered the art of making 
records. I can specially recommend 
Dohnanyi's "Variations on a Nur
sery Tune" (Col. DX1148-1150), 
and Ireland's "London Overture" 
(Col. DX1155-1156). The fill-up 
on the latter work is Johann 
Strauss' Radetzky March," which 
has the most amazing bass drum 
recording I have ever heard. An 
extraordinarily impressive record, 
and a certain favourite if you 
want to show that your speaker is 
"the real thing," and you don't 
suffer from "boom." 

[These remarks about recordings 
are published as an item of inter
est, but it should be noted that the 
Author was an Eglishman an:d the 
recordings mentioned are English 
discs.-Editor. ] 
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THE MILLER EFFECT 
What it means to the amplifier design 

I T appears that, although most 
radio amateurs have heard of 
Miller Effect, few take it into 
cons~deration when building 

equipment for themselves. With so 
many amplifier enthusiasts about, it 
is proposed to show how important 
this factor is in regard to radio 
receiver design, particularly in con
nection with high frequency re-

xxmx::::XXXllllXXllllll 
By 

J. G. DU FAUR 
B.E., A.M.l.E. (Aust.), A.M.l.R.E. 

(Aust.) 
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sponse in audio amplifiers. 
Miller Effect determines the input 

admittance to a valve when it is 
used as an amplifier. It can be de
scribed as the effect which makes 
the input impedance to an amplify
ing tube with a plate load impe
dance, differept to the input 
loading of that rnlve if no plate 
load exists. 

Inter-Electrode Capacity 

Any pair of the electrodes in a 
vacuum tube form a small conden
ser which is known as one of its 
inter-electrode capacities. In the 
case of a simple triode, three inter
electrode capacities which are of 
importance in design considerations, 
exist, these being:-

Cgk:-Capacity between grid 
and cathode. 

Cgp :-Capacity between grid 
and plate. 

Cpk:- Capacity between plate 
and cathode. 

These condensers are illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

Input Capacity 

The input signal in amplifiers is 
applied between the grid an·d the 
cathode. It will, therefore, he seen 
that Cgk will directly shunt this 
signal and Cgp is also across it in 
series with the plate load impedance 
of the amplifier (RL). The inter
electrode capacities Cgk and Cgp 

are normally only very small con
densers, but at high audio frequen
cies their capacity reactances be -
come comparable with or smltller 
than the value of the grid leak re
sistance (Rg) and the plate load 
impedance of the previous stage in 
parallel, and under these circum
stances, attenuation of high fre
quency signals occurs. This is be
cause the inter-electrode capacities 
have reactances of many megohms 
at low audio frequencies, but at 
higher frequencies such . as say, 
10,000 cycles per second, their reac
tances are small enough to consid
erably change the plate load im
dance of the previous stage (if a 
high value of load resistance is 
used), thus reducing amplification 
at these frequencies. 

Typical Example 

In a typical m;1plifier, if an A.C. 
signal of one \'olt is applied between 
the grid and cathode and the ampli
fication of the stage is 100, the 
plate will \'ary in voltage during 
each cycle between plus and minus 
100 volts. Owing to the high differ
ence in A.C. voltage (produced by 
the amplific11tion of the stage) be
tween the plate and grid o.f the tube, 
relatively large A.C. currents tend 
to floll' between these elements. 
This assu"n1es, of course, that ex
ternal impedance exists in the tube 
plate circuit across which the high 
voltages are developed. If no such 
plate load is present, the plate must 

(Continued on next poge) 

I- A,.,,.LIFICo\ TION = 8-~ g_ 50,000 
50,000 + 8,500 

8+ 

8+ 

= 1·1 

INPUT CAPACITY = 1·5(1+1·1) +1·5 

... ,~.en.+. 

Ai"ll"Lll"'ICATION = 100 )< 100,000 
100,000 + 91,000 

= 52·4-

INPUT CAP,.C:ITl' ::. J.&Q+5~·4)+3-<i 

A"'1PLll"ICATION 

INPUT CAPACITY 

F1Ci. 2.. 

= 96ff:f. 

::: IZ25 x 106 x 100,000 

10'(1041 +100,000) 

= IZ25XIO~ 
1,100,000 

- 111·~ 

= .Oo7(1+111·3)+4-6 

= 5.4,.,.f.. 
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MILLER EFFECT 
(Continued J 

be at earth potential as far as audio 
or radio frequencies are concerned 
and, therefore, only small differ
ence of A.C. potential will exist 
between the plate and grid since 
no amplification occurs if there. is 
no load in the plate circuit. 

If the plate load is a pure re
sistance, the input loading on the 
amplifier due to tube inter-electrode 
capacities is purely capacitive, but 
if the load impedance has a reactive 
component, the input circuit of the 
tube will have a resistance as well as 
a capacitive component, notwith
standing the fact that the grid is 
normally negative with respect to 
the cathode and therefore attracts 
no electrons from it. 

It is not proposed here 1:0 go into 
details of the tube input loading 
caused by inductive and · capacitive 
loads in the plate circuit, as this is 
generally of no importance in re
sistance-coupled amplifiers. The cal
culations illustrated in· the text are 
shown to indicate the extent of the 
capacitive input loading when the 
plate load impedance is a resistance. 

MELBOURNE 
TECHNICAL 
COLLEGE 

(PHYSICS SCHOOL) 

• 
Courses for 1945 will include: 

ELECT R 0-ACOUSTICS (Theory, 
design and testing of microphones, 
speakers, amplifiers, etc.) . 

ELECTRONICS (Advanced profes-
sional course dealing with theory 
ond applications of gos and vacuum 
tubes). 

• 
For details, intending students should 
consult Mr. S. L. Martin, B.Sc., B.Ed., 
A.1.P., or Mr. J. Stroede, B.Sc., 

A.M.1.R.E. <Aust.). 
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Phase Reversal 

Referring to Fig. l and neglect
ing the effect of the grid leak ' Rg, 
suppose a signal Es is applied to 
the amplifier. Let M represent the 
signal voltage gain from grid to 

· plate. As there is a difference in 
phase of 180° between the applied 
signal Es and the output signal Ep, 
the audio frequency voltage on the 
pla>te will be-M,Es. (The minus 
sign is accounted for by the rever
sal in phase.) Therefore, at any 
instant the A.C. voltage between 
grid and plate is Es-(-M.Es) 
which equals Es + M.Es. 

Since the charge on a condenser 
at· any instant is equal to the pro
duct of the voltage between its 
plates and its capacity, the charge 
on Cgp will be Cgp (Es+ M.Es). 
Similarly, the charge on Cgk will 
be Cgk. Es. Therefore, the total 
charge on the grid owing to these 
tl\"o capacities will be Cgp 
(Es+ M.Es) -+- Cgk Es 

Es [Cgp (I+ M) -+- Cgk] 

For Flat Response 

As charge equals capacity multiplied 
by e.m.f., the capacity between the 
grid and other elements in a triode 
becomes:-Cgp (I + M) -+- C:gk. 
· The above expression shows that 
when designing an amplifier for flat 
response up to the higher audio 
frequencies, not only must one take 
into account the tube inter-electrode 

. capacities, but also the amplifica
tion of the stage. As is shown 
abol'e, the effective input capacity 
of the amplifier is practically pro
portional to the amplification of the 
stage. 

The uninitiated enthusiast, when 
building his own amplifier, often 
iises tubes having large amplifica
tion factors, with the one idea in 
mind that these will produce greater 
overall gain. Generally speaking, 
this is correct, but these valves have 
the disadvantage that when work
ing )nto a plate load impedance, 
they attenuate the higher audio fre
quency signals owing to the large 
shunting capacity produced by Mil
ler Effect. 

The Pentode Screen 

Pentode valves have a screen grid 
fitted between the plate and the 
control . grid. This additional ele

. ment is normally at earth A.C. po
tential (being connected to 'earth 
through a by-pass condenser) and 

t 

t 
6+. 

produces an effect which reduces 
to a great extent the inter-electrode 
capacity between plate and grid. 
For this reason, pentodes are useful 
as resistance-coupled amplifiers, be
cause, owing to their low Cgp, 
Miller Effect is considerably re
duced, yet high gain per stage ll1!!Y 
still be obtained. 

From the above arguments, it 
will be obvious that high Mu triodes 
are not the best tubes to use in 
audio amplifiers, if flat overall re
sponse is required, unless some pro
vision is made to boost the "highs" 
elsewhere in . the circuit. However, 
low Mu triodes, since their ampli
fication is relativ1;ly small, do not 
suffer so much from this effect; 
therefore, to minimise capacitive 
shunting in an amplifier, it is desir
able to use a tube with low Cgp 
and Cgk, as well as low gain in 
the circuit in which it is to be used . 

Feedback 

Owing to the large effective 
capacity between the plate and grid 
of a tube caused by the Milier 
Effect, instability may result owing 
to feedback. This fault will be 
noticed in the form of audio oscil
lations and if severe, can be limited 
by reducing the plate load impe
dance, thus decreasing the Miller 
Effect and the amplification of the 
stage. 

It is now proposed, for the pur
pose of illustration, to consider the 
Miller · Effects in three separate 
single-stage amplifiers using typical 
valves. 

The first uses the low u triode 
section of · a 55; the second, the 
high u triode section of a 2A6 and 
the third, a 57 pentode. 

Some Examples 

The circuits concerned are shown 
in Fig. 2 and incorporate typical 
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values of resistors. ('rhe diodes in 
the 55 and 2A6 will be neglected, 
as they do not effect the argument.) 

In order to calculate the Miller 
Effect in each amplifier, the stage 
amplification must be determined. 
This is attained by using one of the 
following equations taken from the 
R.C.A. '.'Receiving Tube Manual": 

Voltage amplification = 
amplification factor X load resist
ance over load resistance + plate 
resistance; or transconductance in 
microohms X plate ·resistance X 
load resistance over 1,000,000 X 

After studying Fig 2 and its asso
(plate resistance + load resistance) . 
ciated caluculations, it will be seen 
that the actual inout capacitances 
·of the tubes in th~ circuits shown 
.are:-

55 . ·. 13.6 uuf. 
2A6 . . . . . . 96 uuf. 
57 . . . . . . 5.4 uuf. 

Note that the high u triode 2A6 
has nearly 18 times the input loading 
of the 57, while the low u 55 has 

only about twice that of the 151', 
yet by far the greatest stage am
plification is obtained with the pen
tode. It is pointed out that the 
calculation for input capacity in 
the case of the 57 in Fig. 2 is not 
strictly correct, since the inter
electrode capacities between the 
control grid and screen grid, and 
between control grid and supres
sor grid have not been taken into 
consideration. These capacities are, 
however, for practical purposes, 
small enough to be neglected and 
as both the screen and the supressor 

· are normally at earth A.C. poten
tial, the abovemcntioned capacities 
are not increased in practice by the 
11mplification of the stage. 

It should be noted that the calcu
lations in Fig. ~ apply only to the 
circuits shown and not merely to 
the valve types used. If different 
load resistances are used in these 
be different in each case. 
circuits, the input loading will also 

For example, if the load resist-
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ahce of the 51' is reduced to 50,000 
ohms, the input loading capacitance 
will also be reduced considerably; 
however, it is obvious that it can 
never become lower than 4.607 uuf, 
which is the sum of Cgk and Cgp. 

With reference to high frequency 
response in amplifiers, the addi
tional input capacity caused in each , 
amplifier stage by '.Vliller Effect is 
always in parallel with the grid leak 
resistance of the tu be concernecl 
and the plate load resistance of the 
previous tube and therefore, as long 
116 the resultant impedance of these 
two resistances is comparable with 
the capacitive reactance of the in
put loading due to Miller Effect, 
the latter will not considerably· 
effect the high frequency response. 
However, with high gain triodes, 
if Rg and RL are kept low enough 
to make Miller Effect negligible, 
the amplifier as a whole will have 
such a lo"· amplification that it 
ll'ill be unsatisfactory and m~y also 
suffer from distortion. 
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NOTES FROM MY DIARY 

Several ha,·e written to me men
tioning KMBC and KMBA. I have 
heard the calls of the stations in 
queston several times both before 
and since receiving the letters re
ferred to, and still think the calls 
are KNBC and KNBA. 

I do not know what method is 
employed in fixing of call-signs, 
but doubtless a similar procedure 
to that used in naming of race
horses is adpoted-some association 
with the dam and sire-in this case 
its location and owner-therefore, 
whilst I may e. wrong, I still give 
the calls as KNBC and KNBA- K 
. the prefix for C.qJifornia-NB for 
Na ti on al Broadcasting Company 
and maybe the Federal Communi
cations Commission suggest the last 
letter. 

THE FUN OF DX-ING 

There is no doubt DX-ing springs 
many surpris.es. One spends a great 
number of hours teasing and cajol
ing a station to stay tuned Ion~ 

enn;1f'.'h to p:ct some idea who he is, 
at the same time hopinf( and pray
ing he will guther a little more 
strength to f' ght thf' noise or 1:1or~«' 
o r both, but it seems wortlnl"l1ile 
"nd tlwr<' is a delig htful feeling 
when he is landed ancl a def' n!t r 
tah placed on him . Oh yes! num~· 

a big fellow gets a'rny, but maybe 
he "·ill be hooked to-morrow. 

But it is aggravating when, afte:· 
f'ntering him in the Long Book, you 
find on returning the next da~· or 
so he has changed his cnll-sign. 
This is all the ;nore annoying when 
~·ou haye gone into print with your 
discover~· and you know it will be 
a month before the correction can 
appe1u. Well, that's just what hap
pened on .T anuary I Ith, the 'Frisco 
stations seemed to do a kind of 
.Jijl'-Saw dance. The only comfort
ing thought is a much more im
prm·ed and enlarged servire for the 
Armed Fm;ces has resulted. Else
where in this issue, if space permits, 
"·ill be found a fairly comprehen
sive lay-out of the services refer-
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red to. I have purposely compiled 
them in hourly routine so listeners 
can select a station according to 
the time that suits. 

CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAMME 

On January 15th the 'Frisco 
stations introduced a new idea, 11 

list of programmes in advance. I 
am sure it is welcomed, enabling 
as it does, an opportunity to select 
a special item well in advance. It 
is to he given on 1st and 15th of 
the month and follows the fir~t 

newscast. At the same time daily, 
of course, the usual programme 
resume for the day is given . 

Several new sessions have been 
noticed and one that appeals to me 
is "Let's Go To Town," heard from 
9.30 to 10 p.m. on Mondays, Wed
nesdays and Fridays over KROJ 
6.105 m.c., or if you prefer it 
KGEI, ·6.09 m.c. As its title sug~ 
gests you are taken to an American 
town and what .will give a thrill to 
the Armed' Forces is the switching 
on to one or two of the "local" 
broadcnst stations. When taken to 
Rochester (Roy Hallett, please 
note) we heard stations ".HAM, 
" 'HRC and WSA Y . 

, \f· the correspondinl' ti11H' to 
"Lf't's Go To Town" on the other 
days of the \Yeek, Sugar Report 
has been reintroduced, but on Sun
days Juke Box is heard. The be
fore-hreakfost listeners can hear 
these programmes at 7.15 o'clock 
through KRO.J, 15.19 m .c. Another 
programme I like is " Science Maga
zine" which comes through KRO.J, 
17.76 m.c. from 11.30 till noon on 
F rida.1·s. 

SAYS WHO? 

T he new Il.B.C. transmitter in 
the 30 metre band has been vari
ously reported as on anything from 
;J0.22 to 30.28 metres, but I believe 
the frequency is 9.915 rn .e. making 
the wave-length 30.25 metres. I am 
tolcl the call-sign is GRU, this 
tra nsrnitter having been moved 
from 9. ~45 m.c. It takes the General 

CONDUCTED BY 

L. J. KEAST 

Forces programme from 8~10.45 

p.m. being directed to Far East, 
New Zealllnd and Pacific Area. Is 
heard particularl~i well in Sydney. 
-L.J.K. 

• 
British Mediterranean Station, 

Palestine, sent latest schedule: 
3.30'-11.45 p.m., 11.72 and 9.665 

m.c. ; 2.15-5.15 a .m., 9.665 and 7.21.5 
m.c. ; 5.45-8.15 a.m., 9.665 and 
7.215 and 6.135 m.c. News in Eng
liSh at 3.30 p.m., 10.45 and 3.45, 
5.15 and 7 a.rn .-Cushen. 

• 
Airgraph from S.E.A .C. verified 

my report on 11.81 and 15.275 m.c. 
Address is. British Ministry of In
formation, Far Eastern Bureau, 
Broadcast Division, S .E .A.C., 229 
Turret Road, Colombo, Ceylon.
Dr. Gaden and Arthur Cushen. 

• 
English by Radio comes in nicely 

on 31.4°1 metres at 9 p.m. The lan
guage that follows at 9.1.5 is Dan
ish. At 9.30 America calls Nor
way in Norwegian and at 11.-1-il 
,\ merica calls Finland in Finnish. 
- L .J .K. 

• 
S.E.A.C., Colombo in letter veri

fying my report stated News is 
heard as follows: 1.30 p .m. on· 15.27 
m.c., and at 10.15 p.m. and 12.30 
a .m. on 11.81 m .c.-Dr. Gaden. 

• 
·who is the beauty just below 

KKW? Hear him ~>f a night on 
about about 21.715 1;1etres .-·wa11~· 
Young. 

• 
.\nother chance to test the select

il'ity of your set is afforded h~· 
tuning to KRCA, 6.18 m.c., and 
KCBF, 6.17 m.c., at 7 p.m. and at 
IO p.rn., XGOY, 6.16.5 m.c.-L.J.K. 
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" One of the NBC's on 13.05 m.s::., 
is good on closing at 3 p,m. but is 
it KNBA or' KNBC?"-Dr. Oaden. 

(Think 13.05 rn.c. has been drop
ped in favour of KNBA. on 9.49 
m.c., 31.61 metres, who from 1.30-3 
p.m. is in parallel \\'ith KNB.C on 
11.89 m.c., 25.23 rn .-L.J.K.) 

• 
"At 1.30 p .m . to-day when list~n-

ing to 28.25 metres announcement 
was KCBF. Wouldn;t it?"..:....Wally 
Young. 

(You will find, now, that KES-3, 
28.25 met. opens at 9 a .rn. in paral
lel with KRCA, 15.12 rn.c., 19.84 
met.-L.J.K.) 

• 
VLG-7, Melbourne, 15.16 m.c., 

19.79 met., has replaced VLG-2 
(31.45 met.) in Department of In
formation programmes to Batavia 
and Shanghai, 10-11 p.m. and to 
Saigon and Bangkok 11 p.m.-m/n. 
--L .. T.K. 

• 
CS'\V-6, Lisbon, verified with a 

,·ery fine card my report of Oct., 
1943. Schedule is 5-7.30 a.m. on 
11.0-rn m.c.,' 27.17 met.-Cushen. 

• 
KRCA, 15.12 m.c. gives the skeds 

at ten past the hour but only men
tions 15.29 in.c. and 15.21 m.c. in 
the 19 metre band. Does not even 
mention himself in the ske<ls to the 
Philippines, ete. In fact, the only 
time I ha,·e heard him mention 
his own n1m1e is on opening at 9 
a.m . . with KES-3.-Dr. Gaden. •. 

A most interesting session, under 
the title of "American Correspond
ents Report" can be heard daily 
over KRHO, 17.8 m.c., 16.85 met., 
at .10.15 a.m. The same programme 
is repeated at 11.45 p.m. over 
KRHO on 6.12 m.c., 49.02 metres. 
-L.J.K. 

• 
Dr. Gaden says in reply to my 

query as to time he hears WLWR 
on 18.16 me, 16.52 m it is about 
4 or 4.80 a.m. 

At 12.30 a.m. the announcer on 
AFHQ, Algiers, 25.24 met ... • s~ys, 
"The programme to which you have 
just been listening has· been re
transmitted through Algiers. Please 
stay tune<l in for further program
mes from The. Voice of America 
and B.B.C." The programme from 
12.15-12.30 was the B.B.C. calling 
Europe.-Edel. 

• 
The Voice of Britain preceded by 

"Rule Britannia" is heard over 
KNBI, 6.02 m.c., 49.83 met. at 7.05 
p.m.-L.J.K. 

'Radio Levant, 38.34 met. was 
heard in a religious service from 
12.30 till 1 a.m. on Monday. At 
1.03 o'clock they called ~ndo-China. 
-Edel. 

Received nice New Year card 
from S/Sgt. R. K. Clack, also inter
esting. letter and cards from Jon 
V. Davis, an A WDXA W member, 
now in England. He, with his 
shnck mate, Harold F. Buggins. 
also an A '\VDZA W member, send 
73s to all members.-L.J.K. 

NEW STATIONS 
Those shown with an asterisk • com
menced early in January, just after our 
issue for that month had gone to press. 

* KMBA, 'Frisco, 9.70 me, 30:93 m: A 
further frequency for the new N.B.C. 
station in San Francisco. Used by 
Armed Forces Radio Service in pro
grammes directed to Japan and I ndo
China. Schedule 7 -11 pm. Signal is 
nice strength and surprisin.;:ily free from 
static since it made its debut. 

• KMBI, 'Frisco, 6.06 me, 49.50 m: An
other addition to the N.B.C. Californian 
team. Commenced on January 11th, 
directed to China from 7 pm till 12.45 
am but after about a week moved to 
6.02 me. See below. 

KMBI, 'Frisco, 6.02 me, 49.83 m: First · 
heard on January 23rd and appears to· 
have replaced the 6.06 outlet. Opens 
at 7 pm and continues till 3 am, direct
ed to China. Is in 1>arallel with KNBF, 
9.49 me, 3 1.61 m. • 

KMBA, 'Frisco, 9.49 me, 31.61 m: Has 
replaced our old friend KRCA. Heard 
from 4. 15 till 6.45 pm, directed to · 
Chino. Is In parallel with KNBC, 11.89 
me, 25.23 m. 

KMBF, 'Frisco, 9.49 me, 31.61 m.: This 
is the call from 7 pm t ill 3 am when 
in parallel with KNBI, 6.02 me. 

KMBC, 'Frisco, 11.89 me, 25.23 m: Com
menced business on January 19th, at 
4.15 pm. Broadcasts in parallel with 
KNBA, 9.49 me, till 6.45 pm. Difficult 

· to hear till VLR-3 closes at 5.45. From 
then o.k. 

KCBF, 'Frisco, 6.17 me, 48.62 m: This is 
a new outlet for the Columbia Broad
.casting System and is directed to Japan 
and lndo-China. Would be good signal 
but for morse and noise. Schedule is 
7 pm till 3 am and station Is in para!-

. lei with KCBA, 9.75 me, 30.77 m. 
First heard 22nd January. 

• KGEI, 'Frisco, 6.09 me, 49.25 m: A 
new one for the General Electric Co. 
and most certainly welcomed. Directed 
to the South West Pacific and Philip
pine area, it puts In a great signal from 
opening . at 7 P,ln till closing at 1 .45 
om. Carries same programme as KWIX 
and ·KROJ. KWIX of course drops out 
at 8.45 and KROJ leaves KGEI at 11 
pm. Immediately . after reading the 
news at 11 o'clock, KGEI gives pro
gramme resume for the rest of the 
transmission. 

• KRCA, 'Frisco, 7.805 me, 38.43 111: Here 
is another new outlet. Can be heard 
on favourable days from 1 till 3 pm. 

KRHO, 'Frisco, J7.8 me, 16.85 m: This 
was briefly mentioned in January issue. 

- It is now in regular service from 9 
om till ~.45 pm, and can be copied 
at great strength right through. Pro
gramme is directed to the People of 
Japan, China, Formosa, Manchuria and 
Korea. News Is given "on the hour 
every hour, during hours of transmis
sion." 

AFHQ, Algien, 11.765 me, 25.50 met: 
Mr. Edel 'phoned me regarding this 
new Algerian. Is heard in parallel with 

AFHQ, 11.88 me, 25.24 m from 12.15-
1.30 am, when they relay the BBC 
European .programme. 

........ , U.S.S.R., 9. 185 me, 32.66 m: An
other ' phoned to me by Mr. Edel. He 
thinks it is situated in Far East corner 
of the U.S.S.R. from the dialect heard. 
Is fair signal from 1.45 pm till after 
1 a.m. 

.... ., Moscow, 12.10 me, 24.79 m: A 
still further addition to the already 
numerous Russian transmitters reported 
by Mr. Edel. Signal is good from 8-9 
pm. 

........ , Athens, 9.93 me, 30.21 m: Mr. 
Roy Matthews reports hearing this 
station cal ling the BBC around 1.45 am. 
Gave talks on situation in Greece. 
<Nice catch, Roy.-L.J.K.) 

...... , 6.50 me, 46.15 m: Mr. Edel reports 
hearing on U.S.S.R. station at 1 am in 
lan.guage that suggests to him it is 
situated in Azerbaijan Province. He 
says signal was quite good. 

KMBC, Frisco, 5.24 me, 19.69 m: Heard 
on 2nd February around 12.20, is in 
parallel with KNB;\ on 13 .05 me, 22.96 
m. 

POLSKE Radio, Lublin, 6.115 me, 49.05 m: 
Here Is a nice catch by Mr. Leo Edel. 
Heard on 3 I st December, at 2 a.m. 
when, the members of the new Polish 
Provisional Government were introduced. 
All speech was in Pol ish. Signal was 
fair but subject to the usual noise on 
that band at that hour. Since then 
apparently the same station has been 
heard by Mr. Rex Gillet, of Adelaide, 
who in "Radio Call" mentions hearing 
it at 5.15 am when call was Radio 
Lublin. Both Mr. Edel and Mr. Gillett 
are to be congratulated on finding this 
one. 

CHANGES IM B.B.C. PACIFIC SERVICE 
COMMEMCIMG 4th FEBRUARY 

GRX ..... ........ .. .. 9.69mc, 30.96m 
3.45-8 pm. 

GRV .. .. ..... .. ....... .. 12.04mc, 24.92m 
3.45-8 pm. 

GRM ......... ...... ... 7.12mc, 42. 13m 
3.45-6.30. 

GWD ............. 15.42mc, 19.46m 
6.45-8 pm. 

GVZ ...... ..... 9.64mc, 31.12m 
3.45-7 pm. 

GSM ................ 1 l.82mc, 25.38m 
3.45-8 pm. 

In th.e bi-monthly programme schedules 
g iven on 1st February, a new item is 
listed: "Pacific Diary" from 5.15-5.30 pm 
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and 
on the corresponding time on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays, "Combat Diary". 
The stations, KN.BA, 9.49 me, 31.61 m; 
KNBC, 11.89mc, 25.23m; and KROJ, 9.897 
me, 30.31m. 

A very good news service and at an 
unusual .hour con be heard over KCBF 
'Fri.sea, on 9.75mc, 30.77m when open!~ 
at 4.15 pm. 
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ALL TIMES AR,E EASTERN AUSTRALIAN 

STANDARD TIME 

Presure on space only permits of un
usual Loggings or alterations in schedules 
or frequencies. 

Readers will show o grateful considera
tion for others if they will notify me of 
any alterations. Please send reports to 
L. J. Keast, 23 Honiton Avenue W., 
Corlingford. Urgent reports, 'phone Epping 
251 1. 

CHANGES IN CALL-SIGN OR 
FREQUENCY 

KWIX is call-sign for 15.29 me, 19.62 
m, when directed to China in Armed 
Forces Radio Service from 8 am till 1 
pm. 

KRCA is on 6.18 me and 15.12 inc, and 
NOT 6.19 and 15.13 as previous ly 
shown. 

KROJ appears to be nearer 6. 105 me 
and does not suffer so much from the 
bad heterodyne that made listening so 
unpleasant. 

KGEX has moved from 15.13 me to 15 .21 
me, 19.72 m. From 9 am-noon is dir
ected to Philippines-Guam area . At 
noon comes into parallel with KROJ, 
!17.76 me, 16.86 ml retiring at 1.15 
pm. Signal is ,generally good but often 
fades out by one o'clock. 

KWIX is the call on 7.23 me, 41.49 m 
from 5-6.45 pm, directed to China. 
From 7 pm to 2 am coll is KWID and 
is directed to Malaya, Burma and lndo
Chlna. 

AFRICA 

Algerlo 

Radio France, Algiers .... 12.12me, 24.75m 
Fair at 9.30 pm !Matthews) . 

AFHQ, Algiers .. . . ... 11 .88mc, 25.24m 
Carry U.S.A. arid B.B.C. relays all 
evening (Edel, Matthews I. 

AFHQ, Algiers .............. 11.765mc, 25.50m 
See "New Stations". 

Belgian Congo 

RHB, Leopoldville ... . .. 15.17mc, 19.78m 
Very good in its lost half hour with 
Yank transcriptions (Gaden). (Close at 
11 pm.-L.J.K.l. 

RHB, Leopoldville .......... 9.78mc, 30.66m 
Very strong some afternoons (Gaden l. 
Heard In p/I with 31. 95 m at 2.30 om, 
Sig. R8Q4/5 (Edell. 

RHB, Leopoldville 9.39me, 31.95m 
Closslcal music at 2.30 am. R 576 Q 4 
!Edell. 

Kenya Colony 

VQ7LO, Nairobi ... .. 10.73mc, 27.96m 
Heard at 11.15 pm (Young). 

VQ7LO, Nairobi .............. 6.11 me, 49.07m 
Very fair at 11.15 pm !Young) . 

GREAT BRITAIN 

B.B.C., London 

GVR, .......................... 21.675mc, 13.84m 
Excellent from 7-9.30 pm <Matthews). 

GSH, 21.47mc, 13.97m 
Fair from 10 pm !Matthews) . 

GVO, ........ ......... ....... 18.08mc, 16.59m 
Very weak just after midnight (Edel I. 

GSV ... .......... 17.81mc, J6.84m 
Excellent al evening (Matthews). 

GVQ 17.73mc, 16.92m 
Very good all evening <Matthews! . 
<Schedule: 9.30 pm-1.15 am, directed 
to East Africa, Near East, and Eastern 
Mediterranean.-L.J. K.) 

........ , 15.21mc; 19.72m: News in English 
at 1 am through prOiQramme for A:E.F. 
<Edell . 

·• m~1-!UU'J~VJ3 
- . . ' .--- ' . .:..~' ' .. .. · . 

Australian Concessionaires: 

GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD. 
267 Clarence Street, Sydney 

Victorian Distributors: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD., 208 Little Lonsdale Street 
Melbourne 

GRF ............................. 12.095mc, 24.80m 
Very good all evening <Matthews). 
(Mixed up with morse over here.
L.J.K. l 

GWH ............. ................. l 1.80mc, 25.42m 
Fair signal at 8.15 om (Young). 

GRU .................. .. .......... 9.915mc, 30.25m 
Heard well from B pm !Young, Fluck). 
Fair at 10 am (Fluck). Thmk new 
schedule for Central and South Africa 
is: 3-6.30 a.m.-L.J.K. l 

GRY ................................ 9.60mc, 31.25m 
Heard in Spanish to South America at 
noon-surprisingly god signal (Gaden). 

GWF .................................. 9.49mc, 31.61 m 
Very good signal at 9.45 pm ( Youn,g) 
!America coils, Finland in Finnish at 
that hour through GWF.-L.J .K.J 

GR~ery "i:j(;;;d"~'round "8 J.;27,\\o~~::~ 
(Present A.E.F. prog. from 1.30-4 am. 
-L.J.K.l 

GRK ............................... 7.IBmc, 41.75m 
Heard well at 9.45 pm (Young). 

U.S.A. 
Son Francisco unless otherwise 

mentioned 

KWIX ............................. I 5.29me, 19.62m 
Weakest af the 19 m. Yanks (Gaden J. 

KCBA ........... .. . .. .... 15.27mc, 19.64m • 
Very good signol--doses · at 1 0.30 om 
!Gaden, Young). 

KGEX .......................... 15.21mc, 19.72m 
Far and away the best of the 19 metre 
a.m. Yanks (Gaden). 

KNBA ........... 15.13mc, 19.81m 
This appears to be the call, here 
!Gaden!. 

KGEI ................... .. ... 15.13mc, 19.83m 
Seems to be in parallel with KCBA 
!15.27 me> !Gaden). 

KRCA ........... 15.12mc, 19.84m 
Very good in a.m. <Gaden). 

KNBC .......... .. ............ 13.05mc, 22.98m 

KES-3, .' , ......................... 10.62mc, 2B.25m 
Signs at 3 pm (Cushen l. (Opens at 9 
am with KRCA, 15.12mc.-L.J.K.) 

KNBA .......... .. ........ 9.70mef 30.93m 
Good with news at 10 pm !F uckl. 

KRCA ........................... 7.805mc/ 38.43m 
Heard sf,gning at 3 pm Cushen l . 
!Sesion is 1-3 p.m.-L.J.K:l 

As the Ultimate factory is en
gaged in vital war production, 
the supply of Ultimate com
mercial receivers cannot be 
maintained at present. 
SERVICE: Ultimate owners are 
assured of continuity of ser
vice. Our laboratory ~ situated 
at 267 Cfarence Street, Sydney. 
Servicing of all brands of radio 
sets amplifiers, as well as Rola 
Speakers is also undertaken at 
our laboratories. 
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kWlfl .............. '"""····· .. ·· ~.18mc, 49.S4m 
Heard on this frequency every night 
(Motthews>. Coll is now KRCA. KWIO 
is as usual on 7 .23 me, opening ot 7 
pm.-L.J.K.) ' 

KRCA .............. ......... .... ... 6.18mc, 48.54m 
Good signal at night (Gaden). 

KRHO, Horiolulu ..... ....... 6. l 2mc, 49.02m 
Very fine at 11 pm with news (Gaden, 
Young, Fluck, Matthews, Edel) . Hove 
heard their harmonic on 12.24 me also. 
(Young) . 

KROJ, ...................... ........ 6. lOmc, 49.15m 

~Gtl g~o·d· ~~--~i~~~- .(~ot~inc, 49.25m 
Best of the 49s at night (Gaden). 

KNBI .............................. 6.06mc, 49.SOm 
Heard at night (Gaden). (Now moved 
to 6.02mc.-L.J.K.> 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Greece 
........ , Athens ............. .. 9.93mc, 30.21 m 

See "New Stations" 
Italy 
HVJ, Vatican City. .. 17.445mc, 17.20m 

Heard at m/n with P.O.W. messCJclleS in 
Italian (Edel). 

HVJ, Vatican City . . 5.968mc, 50.20m 
P.O.W. messages in Italian at 3 om 
(Edell . 

Sweden 
SBP, Stockholm ............ 11.705mc, 25.63m 

Heard well at 9.30 pm (Young). 
Switzerland 
HEl-S, Berne ... .... ...... . 11 .715mc, 25.61m 

Splendid signal at 1.25 om (Edell. 
Turkey 

SOUTH AMERICA 

Coda Rica 
TIPG, Son Jose ............ 9.617mc, 31 .20m 

Heard a few times after lunch but 
very weak. At night some good re
/suits whilst VLC-6 is having a spell. 
(Gaden). 

Dutch Guiana 
PZX-S, Paramaribo .... 15.395mc, 19.48m 

Weak here at 9 pm (Matthews) . 

Ecuador 
HCJB, Quito ............... . 12.44mc, 24.08m 

English at 8 am (Cushen). 
India 
........ , Kandy (Ceylon) 17.815mc, 16.84m 

Calls B.B.C. around 5.30 pm <Mat
thews> for Correspondent's reports. 

u.s.s.R. 
Moscow .......................... 12.26mc, 24.47m 

From 9.20-9.40 pm, News for Austra
lia <Edell . 

Moscow ........................ 12.1 Omc, 24.79m 
See "New Stations" 

Central America 
Guatemala 

TGWA, GuotemQIO City, 15.17mc, 19.78m 
Very fair from 11.30 pm (Gaden). 

TGWA, Guatemala City, 9.685mc, 30.96m 
Appears to be on till about 4 pm . ••. 
Hove not heard him dose. Hove heard 
him mention TGW and TGWB (Gaden l . 

CHINA 
XGOY, Chungking .. ........ 6.14mc, 48.86m 

Heard from 9.45 pm in parallel with 
41.96m. News at m/n (Young). 

U.S.A. 

Other than California 
WLWL, Cincinnati ..... ... 9.897mc, 30.31m 

Good strength at 9.30 am (Matthews). 
WCBX, New York ............ 6.17mc, 48.62m 

Heard in French at 8.30 am (Mat
thews>. 

WNRI, New York .......... 6. lOmc, 49.15m 
Fair ot 8.50 om (Matthews> 

WRUA, Boston ....... ......... 6.04mc, 49.66m 
Closes at 9.15 om ofter giving News 
in En,gllsh (Matthews) . 

Here is a fai'rly comprehensive layout of new 'Frisco schedules: 

·Eastern Freq, Wave-
m.c. length 
11.87 25.27 
15.19 19.75 
11.79 25.43 
15.19 19.75 
15.29 19.62 
15.21 19.72 
15.12 19.84 
10.62 28.25 

Direction. 
S.W. Pacific Ocean Area. 
S.W. Pacific Ocean Area. 
S.W. Pacific-Philippines. 
Alaska and Aleutians. 
Chino. 
Philippines--Guam. 

Standard Time Call-sign 
6.15-7.45 a.m. KWl.X 
6.45-7.45 a.m. KROJ 
7 .15-8.45 o.m. KG@< 
8.00-10.45 a.m. KROJ 
8.00-1.00 p.m. KWIX 
9.00---Noon KGEX 
9.00-1.00 p.m. KRCA 
9.00-3.00 p.m. KES-3 

11 .00-1.45 p.m. KROJ 
Noon--1 .15 p.m. KGEX 

1.00-3.00 p.m. KRCA 
1.30---6.45 p.m. KNBA 
1.30---6.45 p.m. KNBC 
2.00---4.45 p.m. KROJ 
2.15-3.00 p.m. KWID 
3.20---6.45 p.m. KGEI 
4.15-6.15 p.m. KCBA 
4.15-6.15 p.m. KCBF 
4.15-6.45 p.m .. KNBA 
4.15-6.45 p.m. KNBC 
5.00-6.45 p.m. KROJ 
5.00---6.45 p.m. KWIX 
5.00-12.45 a.m. KGEX 
5.00---5.00 a.m. KES-2 
5.00--2.00 a.m. KRCA 
6.00-12.45 a.m. KWY 
7.00---8.45 p.m. KWIX 
7 .00-11.00 p.m. KROJ 
7.00--1.45 a .m. KGEI 
7.00-2.00 a.m. KWID 
7.00-11.00 p.m. KNBA 
7.00-12.45 o.m. KNBX 
7.00-12.45 a.m. KNBI 
7.00---3.00 a.m. KCBF 
7.00---3.00 o.m. KCBA 
9.00-11.45 p.m. KWIX 

17.76 16.89 S.W. Pocific~Pacific Ocean Area. 
15.21 19.72 S.W. Pacific-Philippines. 

7.805 38.43 
9.49 31.61 

11.89 25.23 
6.10 49.15 
9.57 31.35 
9.55 31.41 
6.17 48.62 
9.75 30.77 
9.49 31.61 

AND FROM HONOLULU, 
9 a.m.-4.45 p.m. KRHO 

5 p.m.-1.15 a.m. KRHO 

11.89 25.23 
9.897 30.31 
7.23 41.49 
7.25 41.38 
8.93 33.58 
6.18 48.54 
7.565 39.66 

9.855 30.44 
6.105 49.15 

6.09 49.25 
7.23 41.49 
9.70 30.93 
9.49 31.61 
6.02 49.83 
9.75 30.77 
6.17 48.62 
9.57 31 .35 

17.8 

6.12 

16.85 

49.02 

Philippines-Guam. 

Alaska and Aleu.tians. 
S.W. Pacific-Philippines. 
Japan and Inda-China. 
Japan. 
China. 
China. 
China. 

• 
S.W. Pacific Ocean Area. 
China. 
Philippines--Guam. 

Philippines-Guam. 
S.W. Pacific Ocean Area. 
S.W. Pacific Ocean Area. 
S.W. Pacific and Philippines. 
Malay, Burma and l ndo-China. 
Japan and lndo-China. 
China. 
China. 
Japan and indo-China. 
Japan and I ndo-China. 
Chino. 

To Peoples of Japan, China, 
Manchuria and Korea. 

To Peoples of Japan, China, 
Manchuria and Korea. 

Formosa, 

Formosa, 

Space does not permit of list between 1.30 and 6 o.m. 

SAYS WHO? 

(Continued) 

Arthur Cushen writes, telling Ille 
he has received Yerification of his 
reports to JCJC, Cairo, on 7.84 and 
7.22 me. Address is : Radio JCJC, 
Forces Broadcasting Unit, · 3rd 
General Headquarters, Middle East 
Forces, Cairo. They also operate 
JCKW on the same frequencies but 
on a lower power. .In addition 
-t broadcast stations. 

I saw the other dny ".here J CK\V 
\1·as reported on approximately 7.13 
m.c. Maybe this is a still further 
frequency. 

• 
Got a surprise on Thursday 

morning when listening to 9.89 
m.c. at 6.20 a.m. Heard "Personal 
Album" and enjoyed it. At 6.30 
fully expected to hear, "T,his is 
station KROJ, San Francisce, etc" 
but, no sir, the announcement was, 
"This is WBOS, Boston, U.S.A., in 
the 30 metre band." The pro-

gramme continued with "CaYalcade 
of America." According to the 
book of words, KROJ is supposed 
to be presenting a programme for 
the S.\V. Pacific Ocean Area from 
t-6.30 a.m.-L.J .K. 

• 
The Crosley station on 7.8011 me, 

from 8.45-10.1.5 p.m. is WLWS. 
Programme is in Spanish for South 
America. 

The Crosley Corporation now hab 
7 transmitters: ·wLWL, WLWO, 
WLWR, WLWK, WLWS, WLW\" 
and WL\VQ. They use 24 Antennae 
systems, rhombics, each carried on 
-t x 135ft. masts.-"N.Z. DXTRA". 

• 
English By Radio. 

SBP, Stockholm on 11. 705 m.c., 
25 .63 met., is heard at great 
strength eYery night from 9 till 10 
o' clock in their own language. With 
a II the interest there is in the likely 
happenings of one part of Europe, 
English by Radio from SBP would 
be most welcome.-L.J.K. 
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Speedy Query Service 
Conducted under the personal superv1S1on o_f A. G. Hull 

J.R. (Torbay, N.Z.) read about would be 12{) ·milliamps as shown, 
a material called "Durium", in con- but you would have ta add 50 mil-
nection with recording, the material !iamps if you put an 8,000 ohm 
being said to be a coating for flexible speaker field across the full high ten-
cordboord, and to be "as hard and sian as well. G!ad ta know you liked 
smooth as a diamond." Having read the arti.cle. Have had similar re-
the above some years ago but not marks from all aver; everybody 
having heard anything since, J.R. agreed November issue was one of 
wonders whether the record makers our best. 
bought up the patent in order to J.R. concludes with the thought 
"shelve" it. that perhaps someone'· will design a 

A.-We can't recall having heard 
of Durium, but possibly same of our 
readers have, in which case we would 
appreciate further details far pub
lication. 

Fram time to time new materials 
are boosted in newspaper artic'es 
and never heard from again . Doubt
less sometimes they al'e so good that 
they are bought up and put away 
to ovoid economic upset, but in many 
cases the original write-ups are 
founded on nothing more solid than 
a would-be get-rich-quick inventor's 
idea far attracting an inve,tor's 
money. Not knowing anything about 
this particular case we cannot ex
press an opinion as ta which class it 
belongs. 

• • • 
R.S. (Town11Ville) wants a strobo

scope for checking the speed of his 
gramophone recordings, 

A-There was a stroboscope in 
the issue of April, 1940, and copies 
of this issue are still available from 
this office at 1 /- each, · post free. 
By a strange coincidence, an the very 
same page in that issue is a set of 
diagrams showing haw the frequency 
response of a crystal pick-up can 
be modified by using a half-meg 
potentiometer as a loading resistor. 

* • • 
J.R. (New Zealand) also enquires 

about light-beam pick-ups, and 
several other points. 

A.-With any push-pull 2A3 type 
amplifier the current drain can be 
juggled about l>y using different bias · 
as the 2A3 will operate with a bias 
of anything from 40 to 60 volts and 
plate current drain of from 60 to 40 
milliamps per valve. With the Mys
tery circuit on page 1 5· of the 
November, 1944,. issue the •ain 

direct-coupled speaker ta avoid the 
input transformer. 

• • • 
An enthusiastic reader has an am

plifier which is so powerful that if 
it is turned right up it will break the 
windows, or if it doesn't-the n.eigh
baurs will !-joke sent in by J.R. 
(N.Z.). 

• • 
D.E. ( Cranbourne) asks what 

effect the connection of the sup
pressor grid has when a pentode is 
used as a triode. 

A-A pentode valve such as a 
6J7G can be connected in several 
different ways to make a triode. For 
a law gain triode the screen and 
suppressor should be both tied to the 
plate. For a medium.gain triode the 
suppressor should be tied to the plate 
and the screen ta the grid. Far a 
high-gain triode the screen and. sup
pressor can be both tied to the grid. 
It is also possible to have the sup
pressor tied to the cathode and the 
screen to the plate. 

• • • 
W.J.K. ( Pymble·) enquires about 

the by-passing of resistors. 
A.-Even with push-pull it is 

sometimes advisable to by-pass the 
bias resistor, not in order to by-pass 
the audio component, but in order 
to avoid hum troubles which are 
sometimes encountered. This also 
applies with first and second stage 
audio amplifiers where the by-pass 
is omitted in order to get a degree 
of negative feedback or degeneration. 

• • • 
F.G. (Adelaide, S.A.) hos doubts 

about the response of direct-coupted · 
amplifiers. 

A.-lt is quite generally recog
nised tha·t -a correctly designed direct
coupled amplifier can be flat with 

half a decibel from zero to 200,000 
cycles, which is far beyond the audio 
range at bath ends . 

• • • 
S.N. ( Fremantle) asks several 

questions about frequency modula
tion prospects. 

A-This subject was covered fully 
in our issue far November, 1944, 
but apparently you missed this issue 
and we doubt if there are any back 
numbers now available. We put up 
same fairly startling statements about 
frequency modulation, causing· con
siderable comment, but no one has 
yet come forward to attempt to dis
prove any of the statements made. 

• * * 
D.A. (Northcote, Vic. ) wonts 

~me advice about mixer circuits for 
gramophone pick-ups and micro
phones. 

A-Undoubtedly the best way is 
to feed the two inputs into the grids 
of two separate valves, with the 
plates connected in paral lel. Most 
other schemes tend to be messy. 
However, in cases where there is con
siderable difference in the output of 
the pick-up and the mike, it is pos
sible to feed the pick-up into the 
second stage, thereby avoid ing the 
need far the two valves. Loading 
for the crystal microphone is fairly 
critical and wants to be on the high 
side, from 2 to 5 megohms with 
most brands. 

* * • 
"D.C. Fon" (New Farm, Q.) 

sends along o circuit of a direct
coupled amplifier which uses o neon 

· lamp as the ·coupling between plate 
of the first valve and the grid of 
the outut valve, putting the grid at 
a higher potential than normal, but 
balanced off by a higher bias than 
normaf. 

A-,-This is a mast interesting 
circu it. We have seen it before 
SOIT\eWhere, in an American book 
possibly, but h·ave · had no practical 
experience with it. · Sorry you didn't 
tell us whether you have done any · 
actual work · an this circ4it yourself, 
or send your full address so that we 
could get in touch with you . 

* 
F.D.D. . (Longuevi'lle l wonts to 

settle an argument about licensed 
listeners in Great Britain, 
A~According to our information 

there are about ten mi llion licensed 
listeners in Great Britain and North 
Ireland. 
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weldi1g 

To solve a difficult welding problem, Eimac labora
tory technicians compounded a welding alloy that 
could be applied with a paint brush. The alloy flows 
easily under an arc to complete the weld, yet subse
quent heating to temperatures as high as 2900 de
grees Centigrade will not destroy the weld. 

Such is but an example of the application of the 
Science of metallurgy in the "science behind the 
science of electronics."' The extent to which Eimac 
Engineers went to solv!I chis relatively small prob
lem re\'eals two important facts:-(!.) The thorough
ness of Eimac Engineering, and (2.) The complete
ness of their engineering facilities. The leadership 
which Eimac valves enjoy throughout the world in 
all phases of electronics is attributable to the sound
ness of chis engineering. 

Performance of any electronic equipment is a 
direct reflection of the performance of its vacuum 
valves. Hence it is advisable for users and prospec
tive users of electronics to look first to the vacuum 
valve requirements. Because Eimac makes electron 

ft a i1 t 

Al/oy,Jlows tasily and u•e/J is quicldy complettd 11t1dtr arc. 

The Science Behind the Science of Electronics 
;s tht focusi11g of all branchts of s.<itnrt up<m lht dt11tlopmtnl 

and impro1·tn1tnl of tltclro11 1·acuum t·afrts. 
It 
~ 

., 

vacuum valves exclusively their advice to you is un- ' SPECI'ROGRAPH . .. Analnis detrrmints 
biased and can be of great value. A note outlining exact characteristics of metals to be jointd. 

METALLURGY . . . Compou11di11g >Ptriul 
alloys of nuta/), 

your problem will bring such assistance without 
cost or obligation. ~' 

lml•McCUlLOUGH, INC., 170 San Mateo be .• San lruna, Calif. 
Plont1 locol•d ot: Son Bruno. Col1lornio ond Soll loke Citr, U!oh 

. &por't Agt'nlJ.' /:RA ZAR{/ HANSEN, 
JOJ CJ41St.,S11n 1-'r11nciuo II, Cali/o,.ni11. U.S.A. 

Follou· tht lt11dtn to -· 
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ELECl'RO.'llC.S ... lfrldetl el.nwlls i11 elertrou 
' '"""'"' 1·t1/ns 11·i1hsta11d 1r~m~11JQ1tj h,·al. "" 
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HERE'S PROOF 
"I'm blessing the day I started with A. R.C 
Already I've earned enough to cover all ex
penditure including ( 1) Course paid for; ( 21 
Two meters value pre-war £26; ( 3) four 
Radios to learn on and experiment on, plus a 
fair amount of stock, value roughly £ 15-and 
best of all, worth more than all-a decent 
future!' H.B., Western Australia. 

TRAIN AT HOME, IN CAMP, OR AT 
OUR BENCHES 

A.R.C. offers ambitious men a sound, proven 
course in Radio Engineering. Sound because 1t 
is the result of many years' successful opera
tion, proven because hundreds of ex-students 
owe their present success to the College. You 
can learn with equal facility at home, or even 
in camp with your unit (by means of our 
corespondence course), wh i !st the modernly
equipped College workshops are available to 
night students. 

Measure-
ments of one Millionth 
of an inch by Radio is now 
possible. 
Think of it, the incredibly smal I dimensions 
may be accurately read with electric gauges. 
These gauges respond to changes in reac
tance caused by the thickness of the material 
·unaer test. Such electric gauges are being 
used to measure the thickness of films or 
coating on magnetic surfaces, metal platings, 
and the thickness of insulating n1aterial and 
iron and steel. Here is a remarkable new 
application of the 20th Century's "wonder 
worker" RADIO! 

Nq 621.38405 AUS 

~-~NOTHING 
SUCCEEDS 
LIKE 
PROFICIENCY 

Training brings proficiency in war or 
peace, th«! end of the war must find 
you prepared and proficient if your 

Future is to be assured. An untrained man will be at a great dis
advantage in the Post-war World with its keen competition and 
commercial re-adjustments. Radio is a young ir.dustry which has 
shown remarkable progress in the last few years and its future possi
bilities are unlimited. Radio engineering wants trained men urgently, 
ambitious men make big money. · You can assure your Future by 
embarking on a sound course of technical training now. Don't delay, 
the sooner you start to train the sooner you can take your place in 
one of the most vital and fast moving professions. 

YOU CAN START RIGHT AWAY 

Right now openings in Radio are greater than 
" "e number of men available to fill them. 
Here are three good reasons, moreover, why 
A.R.C. Radio Training must interest you so 
vitally. 1. You will enter to-day's most pro
gressive industry. 2. You will be pulling your 
wei!!lht in the war effort. 3. You will have a 
splendid career ahead of you when the war 
is over. 

IT COSTS LITTLE 

Think of this-for a few pence per day
actualy less than many fellows spend on 
tobacco--you can prepare yourself for a man
sized job in Radio NOW. 

AU ST RA LIAN 
RAD I 0 

COLLEGE 
PTY. LTD. 

Cnr. BROADWAY & CITY ROAD 
SYDNEY - Phone M6391-M6392 

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE 
UNNECESSARY 

You don't need <:i knowledge of Radio or 
Electricity-we'll give you all you need of both 
in a simple, practical manner that makes 
learning easy, presented. too, in such a way 
that you remember what you're taught and 
speedily gain the opportunity to PRACTICALLY 
use your knowledge. A.R.C. Training fully 
covers Rodia Service Men's Livensing require
ments. 

SEND FOR THIS BOOK 
First thing to do if you 
want to secure vital 
Radio facts is to send 
for ;'Careers in Radio & 
Television," a lavishly 
illustrated book pub
lished by the College 
and available to ap
proved enquirer•. Send 
Coupon for your FREE 
COPY NOW! 

--------------------------------------~ 

To Mr. L B. GRAHAM, Principal, : 
Australian Radio College Pty. Ltd. 

Broadway Sydney. 'Phone, M 6391-2 
Dear Sir,-1 am interested in Radio. Please 
send me, without obi igation on my part, 
the free book, "Careers in Radio and Tele
vision." 
NAME ........................................................... . 
ADDRESS .................................................... .. 
........................................................ A.R.W.3 

--------------------------------------· 
Printed by the Bridge Printery. u7 Reservoir St., Sydney, N.S.W., for the proprietor of the "Australasian Radio World." Elizabeth St .. S)'dnc . 
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